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After thefts, police stress caution
Stolen laptops, bikes
prompt USCPD
to tout common sense
Drew Brooks
STAFF WRITER

Two laptops, several bikes,
a digital camera and even
Lambda Chi A lpha’s hot

dog cooker were reported
stolen from campus in the
last week.
T he D i v i s io n of L a w
Enforcement a nd Safet y
received more than 60 reports
this summer, amounting to
$69,000 worth of property
alleged to have been taken
from USC faculty, staff and
students.
Wardlaw, the Graduate
Science Research Center,

Swearingen, Bates House
and t he By rnes Building
were all hit.
Students who keep their
e ye s a nd ea r s op en a nd
report suspicious characters
are an important part of
keeping campus safe, USC
Police Officer Eric Grabski
said.
Whether in a classroom,
residence or anywhere else
on campus, students should

be wary of anyone who looks
as though they do not belong,
Grabski said.
A common scenario that
Grabski referenced was any
unknown person wandering
hallways or peek ing into
rooms, supposedly in search
of a certain individual.
USCPD would rather err
on being too cautious than
t he a lter nat ive, Grabsk i
said.

He said that using “good
common sense” could prevent
most crime on campus.
Grabski said that students
shou ld lo ck t hei r door s
when away, even if they are
stepping out for only a few
minutes.
The most stolen items on
campus are laptops, video
games and wallets or purses,
Grabski said.
These larcenies would be

BUDGET,
CONTRACT
LEAVES CP
LOOKING
FOR STARS
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First parlor in Five Points
at forefront of newly legalized
body art, design
Ashleigh Orthen
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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Money might hurt chances
for big-name performers
Gina Vasselli
STAFF WRITER

Want to see Dave Chappelle at
the Russell House?
He’ll run you about $125,000.
W hile Carolina Productions
has a large budget, many of the
performers students are asking to
see are much more expensive than
what CP can afford.
Mu s ic i a n K a n y e We s t a nd
comedian Dane Cook cost anywhere
from $125,000 to $150,000 for a
single performance, CP said.
“Daily Show” host Jon Stewart
costs around $250,000.
Ma ny per for mers are not
i ntere sted i n p er for m i ng for
colleges.
While these amounts are within
the budget, CP does not want to
spend all of its money bringing
only two or three performers to
campus.
“It’s difficult to fi nd a program
that appeals to ever yone,” said
Ky le B oh m a n , a f ou r t h-ye a r
public relations student and special
programs commissioner of CP.
Even if a performer is within
CP’s price range, they might not
be able to come because of legality
issues, since performing for a
college is much different than a
standard venue.
“Most agencies have their own
contract that they use, but as a
state institution we have to use our

“cut down dramatically” if
roommates agreed to keep
doors locked when away,
Grabski said.
The same common sense
should be applied to cars and
study areas, he said.
Students should park only
in well-lit areas, keeping
their doors locked and their
valuables, such as CDs or

Binky Cooper works on a
tattoo for Jack Brissom on
Thursday evening.
Kelly Bobrow / THE GAMECOCK
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ive Points Custom Tattoos
not only has an abundance
of ink, but also reigns as the fi rst
tattoo parlor to open in Five Points
after new state laws passed earlier
this summer.
Stan Hudgins, ow ner of t he
parlor, which opened July, said the
new shop is the busiest he has ever
owned. Even though it is his first to
open in South Carolina, he plans to
open 10 more statewide.
The new law says if someone
is between the ages of 18 and 20,
they must have parental consent
before getting a tattoo. Before the
law passed, it was illegal for anyone
in S.C. to tattoo, to get inked or to
operate a tattoo shop.
Now, even t hough t he artsy
trade has become legalized, not
anyone can open up a tattoo parlor
in the state. A parlor first has to
be approved and licensed before
the state will recognize it as a legal
establishment.
A ll custom tat tooing art ists
must complete over a thousand
hours of work in a shop and they
are required to take health classes,
such as infectious disease control,
to become certified.
Dave A lverson, manager and
tattoo artist at Five Points Custom
Tattoos, said the parlor abides by
all state regulations.
Artists are also not allowed to
tattoo anyone who is under the
influence of drugs or alcohol.
Since the parlor opened, Alverson
and Hudgins both said it has been
busy and they have not noticed if it
has gotten any busier since school
started.
“Fridays and Saturdays are our
busiest times,” Alverson said. “We
TATTOO ● 9

‘Mighty Sound’ marches to new director’s beat
New uniforms, pre-game show to highlight George Brozak’s first season at helm
Nick Needham
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

A s st udent s ret u r n to
campus, they will notice a
new look and fresh sound to
the marching band.
O ver t he su m mer, t he
universit y named George
Brozak as the new director of
the marching band.
Brozak succeeds Dav id
O’ Sh ield s a s t he ba nd’s
director.
O’Shields said he

in
side

convinced university officials
to hire a new marching band
director because of t ime
constraints.
“It was more t han one
person could handle and
most music programs our
size generally have three
band directors,” he said.
O’Shields directed t he
m a r c h i n g b a nd f o r t he
past 10 years. Many band
memb er s a re sad to see
O’Shields step aside.
K r istopher Hask i ns, a

Apple recalls
laptops after
batteries explode

14

third-year biology student,
sa id he has played t he
sousaphone under O’Shields’
direction for the past two
years.
“Dr. O’Shields was always
a laid-back kind of guy that
stayed cool under pressure,”
he said. “We will miss him
teaching us.”
O’Sh ields sa id he w i l l
miss the pure energ y and
excitement that comes with
t he m a rc h i ng b a nd a nd
football season, but don’t

count him out altogether.
“Oh, I’ll still be in the
stands on game day cheering
on the Gamecocks,” he said.
Direct ing t he USC
Concert Band and teaching
music educat ion cou rses
will now occupy most of
O’Shields’ time.
Hask ins and O’Shields
are excited about Brozak’s
arrival. During the hiring
process, O’Shields pushed for
BAND ● 6
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George Brozak became marching band director at the
start of the summer, succeeding David O’Shields. Brozak
looks to bring a fresh sound and look to the band.

The men’s soccer
team prepares for a
tough schedule

17
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TICKET THIS

at

USC

TODAY
Towers Farewell Tour
4:30 – 6:30 p.m., Towers
lobby
Late Night Carolina
9 p.m., Russell House
2nd floor
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No one.
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CRIME REPORT
TUESDAY,
AUG. 22
Larceny of
a commercial
hotdog cooker,
3:45 a.m.
Lambda Chi Alpha
house, 527 Lincoln St.
Someone entered the
loc at ion a nd removed
a rot isser ie hot dog
machine.
Estimated value: $800
Responding of f icer:
Evans

President promotes
College Colors Day

THIS WEEK

TODAY

High
Low

BRIEF

USC President Andrew
Sorensen is urging fans
to wear their Gamecock
colors Friday, Sept. 1, as
part of national College
Colors Day 2006.
“This year, I’m asking
a l l G a meco ck f a n s to
j o i n w it h o u r f e l l o w
Southeastern Conference
institutions in wearing
t hei r f avor it e c ol lege
colors to support higher
education, athletics and
t he scholarship money
that athletics generates,”
Sorensen said.
Carolina plays
Mississippi State
Un iver sit y Aug. 31 i n
Starkville, Miss.
This year, Gov. Mark
Sa nford has issued a
proclamat ion t hat also
promotes Sept. 1 as the
day for South Carolinians
to wear apparel of their
favorite college to raise
awareness of h igher
education’s achievements
and positive impact on
the Palmetto State.

Weather Forecast

Meg Gaillard / THE GAMECOCK

Parking on campus has become increasingly difficult as a result of USC’s largest ever
incoming freshman class. By early Thursday, many campus parking lots were filled.

State

Nation

World

Egyptian seamen told
to stay for end of suit

Miss America pageant
moves to Las Vegas

Obama’s African visit
brings natives hope

CH A R L E S T O N — A l mo st
two months after a federal
judge ordered an Egyptian
f reighter to rema i n i n
Charleston, the crew feels
like prisoners on their own
ship.
“ We a r e w o r s e t h a n
prisoners,” Capt. Mohammed
Ellewaa, 45, the captain of
t he Edco said i n broken
English during a telephone
i n t e r v i e w We d n e s d a y.
“Homesick? Yes. The crew
asking, need to go home.”
The ship has been
ordered not to leave until
a n i nter nat iona l lawsu it
i nvolv i ng ca rgo a nd t he
Edco’s sister ship is resolved.
O n e o u t c o m e c o u ld b e
put t i ng t he sh ip up for
auction.
But until the suit and legal
bills are resolved, the crew
may not leave the ship. The
vessel had been anchored in
Charleston Harbor but last
week was moved to a dock in
North Charleston.

LAS VEGAS — The annual
Miss America pageant will be
held on the Las Vegas Strip
again next year, organizers
said Thursday.
The crowning will air live
on Country Music Television
from the Aladdin Resort &
Casino on Jan. 29.
The 85-year-old beaut y
contest jilted its hometown
of Atlantic City, N.J., for Las
Vegas last year in search of
a younger audience, a fresh
look and lower production
costs.
“ I c a n’t t e l l y ou ho w
happy ever yone is to be
returning to Las Vegas,” Art
McMaster, chief executive of
the Atlantic City-based Miss
America Organization, told
The Associated Press.
McMaster said the pageant
would stick with the back-tobasics makeover from 2006,
scuttling a plan announced
i n A pr i l to i nc or p or at e
elements of reality TV into
the pageant.

NAIROBI, Kenya — Barack
Obama may have only landed
Thursday for his latest visit
to his father’s homeland, but
the U.S. senator has already
become the country’s most
prominent “citizen.”
People drinking a Kenyan
b e er c a l led S en ator a re
ordering “Obama” instead.
O b a m a’s p h o t o g r ap h i s
popping up on T-shirts.
The k nee-high grass in
his ancestral village was cut
for his arrival.
A s t he on ly A f r ica nA m e r i c a n i n t h e U. S .
Senate, Obama is seen as
an inspiration in this east
African country where more
t ha n ha l f it s 33 m i l l ion
people eke out a living on
less than $1 a day.
Obama arrived Thursday
for a six-day visit, to meet
with President Mwai Kibaki
and see the site of Nairobi’s
U.S. embassy was bombed
in 1998, killing 248 people.

Attention!
The Daily Gamecock needs your help.
Interest meetings to write, design, take pictures,
edit stories and work online will be held on Monday
& Tuesday at 8 p.m. in Russell House 304.

WEDNESDAY,
AUG. 23
Petit larceny
McClintock,
720 Bull St.
S o me o ne e nt e r e d a
room and took $50 from

the victim’s purse while
she was sleeping. Another
victim said someone took
$120 from her purse.
Responding officer: N.
Peter
THURSDAY,
AUG. 24
Armed robbery,
1:05 a.m.
Bull St. Garage
T he v ic t i m s a id a n
armed man approached
demanding money. The
victim threw money at
him and hit him in the
face. The victim suffered
v isible inju ries on t he
right hand before running
and notifying police.
Responding officer: J.
Widdifield

Soft drink companies
drop benzene recipe
Libby Quaid
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Two
soft drink companies have
stopped using ingredients
t h at c a n f or m c a nc er causing benzene, according
t o a p r o p o s e d l a w s u it
settlement.
Parents sued At lantabased In Zone Brands Inc.,
maker of BellyWashers,
and Preston, Wash.-based
TalkingRain Beverage Co.,
over d r i n k s cont a i n i ng
benzene, which is linked to
leukemia.
I n doc u ment s f i led
in District of Columbia
Superior Court, t he
companies and the parents
agreed to settle the dispute.
A hearing was scheduled for
Friday when a judge would
consider the settlement.
BellyWashers are juice
drink s t hat come in
reusable bottles featuring
Spiderman, Hello K itt y,
Scooby Doo and other wellknown characters.
The drink makers denied
that their products caused
any harm. But they agreed
in April and May to change
their ingredients after the
suit was filed. They also
agreed to refund or replace
drink s made before t he
switch in ingredients.
Si m i la r s u it s ag a i n st
ot her d r i n k compa n ies
are pending in K ansas,
Massachuset ts, Florida,

California and New Jersey.
Boston lawyer A ndrew
Rainer, who represents the
parents, said the suit should
prod bigger companies to
change their ingredients.
“I think if they
understand that consumers,
and perhaps courts, expect
t hem to el i m i nate t h is
problem, they will,” Rainer
said.
The compa n ies did
not immediately ret urn
telephone calls Thursday
from The Associated Press.
Benzene ca n for m i n
soft drinks containing two
ingredients: Vitamin C,
also called ascorbic acid,
and either sodium benzoate
or potassiu m benzoate.
Scientists say factors such as
heat or light exposure can
trigger a reaction that forms
benzene in the beverages.
According to the suits,
independent laboratory tests
found benzene in the kids’
drinks at levels above the
federal limit for benzene in
drinking water.
T he Fo o d a nd D r u g
A d m i n i s t r at io n f o u n d
similar results on
u n ident if ied br a nd s i n
s a m p l i n g f r o m 19 9 5
through 2001 and said they
would do more tests.
FDA officials say there
is no safet y concern and
that levels are still relatively
low compared with other
sou rces of ex posu re to
benzene.
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A Day in the Life

One freshman’s journey into collegiate gauntlet
In order to survive, student must brave Russell House at lunchtime
Ashleigh Orthen
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

On f irst-year crim i nal
just ice st udent Brent
St rat a kos’ f i rst day of
college, he showed up late
to his 9:30 a.m. music class
because his alarm clock did
not go off.
On his way to his second
class of t he morn ing, he
took a wrong turn in Jones
Physical Science Center and
was late again.
Stratakos was just one of
the many freshmen roaming
around campus who had a
terrible fi rst day in college
— a nd t he s weat st a i n s
under his arms to prove it.
“I had no idea where I
was going in the Physical

Science Center,” Stratakos
said. “Many of t he doors
w e r e m i s s i n g nu m b e r s ,
which really confused the
heck out of me.”
Stratakos said he asked
what he thought would have
been a “nice upperclassman”
f o r d i r e c t io n s , b u t t h e
student turned him down.
Stratakos said his day got
worse when he ate lunch at
the busy Russell House.
He said he felt eyes glaring
dow n upon h im. Then
he said he realized all the
“cool” guys in the cafeteria
line did not carry around
those blood-red trays.
“I will never carry around
one of t ho s e t r ay s e ver
again,” Stratakos said.
St ratakos also said t he

only thing he feels remotely
cool about is how his room
was party central earlier this
week before classes began.
He said ma ny ot her
freshmen would kill to have
as many friends as he does.
“My stepbrother has been
here already for two years,
so he knows a lot of people
and has introduced me to
a lot of t hem,” St ratakos
said. “I feel I am on my way
to being t he big man on
campus.”
W hen asked how he is
going to get to class on time
from now on, Stratakos said
he is going to set his cell
phone alarm and his alarm
clock.
Stratakos’s stepbrother,
Jesse Flowers, a third-year

criminal just ice st udent,
said he received about five
phone calls from Stratakos
during class.
He said Stratakos left a
frantic voicemail about how
he was late, and he wondered
if he should lie to the teacher
and say he was sick.
“I tried to calm him down
and tried telling him that it
wasn’t that big of a deal and
that college is a lot different
from high school,” Flowers
said.
“I t h i n k Brent w il l f it
in nicely; he just needs a
couple days to get used to
his surroundings.”
Kelly Bobrow / THE GAMECOCK

Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu

One of the newest additions to USC, near Gambrell Hall,
will feature a healthier menu and a Starbucks cafe.

Top U.S. generals say violence curbed in Baghdad; attacks kill 16
Patrick Quinn
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq — America’s
t wo top genera ls i n t he
Middle East said Thursday
a s e c u r it y o p e r at ion i n
Baghdad was helping curb
v iolence af ter a surge of
bombings a nd shoot ings
there in recent months.
But the bloodshed persisted
w it h t hree car bombs in
Baghdad a nd a ser ies of
bombings a nd shoot ings
across the country killing
at least 16 Iraqis and two
U.S. soldiers on Thursday.
A nother U.S. soldier was
killed the previous day, the

military said.
U.S. authorities claim a
joint A merican and Iraqi
operat ion t hat beg a n i n
early August has improved
security. The U.S. military
has said the operation, for
which 12,000 troops were
redeployed to Baghdad, aims
to curb most ly sectarian
warfare.
“I believe there is a danger
of civil war in Iraq, but only a
danger,” Gen. John Abizaid,
the top U.S. commander in
the Middle East, said after
meeting with Iraqi President
Jalal Talabani. “I think Iraq’s
far f rom it. I t h i n k t hat
there’s been great progress

in the securit y front here
recently in Baghdad.”
Abizaid said he and Army
Gen. George Casey, the top
U.S. commander in Iraq,
were “very optimistic that
the situation will stabilize.”
Casey also said the security
operation was working.
“I think ever ybody has
seen an improvement in the
situation in Baghdad over
the last weeks because of
the operations of the Iraqi
security forces supported by
the American Army,” he said.
“And we’re confident that we
can sustain that.”
Although accurate casualty
f ig u res are not available

and statistics have not been
provided for violent deaths in
August, an Associated Press
count indicates a downward
t rend. Repor ted deat hs,
however, are thought to be
considerably lower than the
act ual number of people
killed.
With one week remaining
in Aug ust, t he est imated
nu mb er of I r aqi s k i l led
around the country was at
least 605, according to an
A P cou nt. That nu mber
was about 60 percent of the
estimated AP total of at 1east
1,015 killed for all of July.
But t he gover n ment ’s
count for July was far higher
at 3,500, including 1,500 in
Baghdad alone.
Polit ical and sectarian
violence across Iraq increased
after a Feb. 22 bombing of a
Shiite mosque in the town of
Samarra, north of Baghdad.
Most of the violence has been
sectarian, often involving
deat h squads f rom t he
majority Shiites or minority
Sunni Arabs.
“I think there’s a large
nu mber of civ ilia ns t hat
have been killed by various
deat h squads. Cer t a i n
milit ia groups have been
responding in a way that’s
not in connection with the
national government, and

that situation is clearly not
one that’s good for Iraq,”
Abizaid said.
He said the United States
and its coalition partners
wanted Iraqis to take control
of security.
As part of that takeover,
Ali al-Dabbagh, spokesman
for Prime Minster Nouri
al-Maliki said Iraqi forces
would take over securit y
responsibilities from Italian
troops next month in the
southern city of Nasiriyah.
That did not necessarily
mean t hat Italian t roops
would immediately begin
withdrawing from Iraq.
A spokesman for Defense
M i n i s t e r A r t u r o Pa r i s i
in Rome declined to say
whether the Italians were
withdrawing completely next
month or merely handing
over some of their authority.
It a l y h a s ab out 1, 6 0 0
troops in the country, mostly
in Nasiriyah, and that force
is expected to be withdrawn
by year’s end.
A l-Malik i has sa id h is
national unity government
plans to gradually take over
sec u rit y for all of I raq’s
provinces within the next 18
months.
A mer ic a’s over a l l
strategy calls for U.S. and
i nt e r n at io n a l f o r c e s t o

gradually hand over security
control for specific regions
a nd redeploy to larger
bases. Those bases can act
in a support or reserve role.
A final future stage would
involve t he drawdown of
troops from those bases.
British troops on Thursday
pu l le d out of a b a s e i n
s out he r n I r aq t h at h ad
come under frequent attack,
and planned to reposition
their forces along the area
bordering Iran to crack down
on smuggling.
Camp Abu Naji in
Amarah, 200 miles southeast
of Baghdad, wa s t u r ned
over to Iraqi aut horit ies,
Maj. Charlie Burbridge, a
spokesman for British forces,
said from Basra. The camp in
Maysan province, which had
housed about 1,200 troops,
had been frequently targeted
by militants over the past
three years.
In violence around Iraq,
two U.S. soldiers were killed,
one in a roadside explosion
south of Baghdad and the
other after gunmen attacked
his patrol with small arms
fire, the U.S. military said.
On Wednesday, another
A merican soldier died in
fighting south of Baghdad
IRAQ ● 7
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books, out of sight in the
trunk, glove compartment
or under seats.
Grabski said that while in
the library, students should
never leave their belongings
unattended, even if only for
a few moments.
He also suggested t hat
students with bicycles use Ubolt locks for added security
instead of fl imsy cable locks.
I n t hei r at tempt s to
de t e r t he f t o n c a mp u s ,
USCPD also recommends
t h at s t u d e nt s g e t t he i r
more valuable possessions
engraved.
The engravings are free
for students and would be
u sed to reg a i n proper t y
from pawnshops or to deter
would-be criminals from
thinking about stealing it.
US C PD w i l l c ome t o
students to engrave their
belongings if they are not
convenient to carry across
campus. A nything can be
engraved, including phones,
computers or iPods.
USCPD can also mark
textbooks with invisible ink
that can be traced to the
original owner if re-sold to
local bookstores.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu

more used books

save up to

25%
We shake out the
crumbs and pass the
savings on to you
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Delay of game: Online ticket distribution nixed
After technical problems,
system might be in use
for basketball games
Jackie Alexander
NEWS EDITOR

Students will still have to
endure the elements, fight
boredom and avoid fainting
— all in the name of a scrap
piece of paper.
Student athletic ticket
distribution was to be moved

online by the fall football
season but encountered a
few technical glitches, said
Nancy Addison, a ticket
office employee.
Student Government
Cabinet member Andrew
Gaeckle, secretary of
athletics, said officials
involved in the project were
concerned about security.
“There is going to be
a feed placed on it (the
system) so they wanted to
make sure there wasn’t a
leak on anyone’s personal
information,” said Gaeckle,

a second-year international
studies student.
Jerry Brewer, associate vice
president of student affairs,
said they hope to have the
system working in time for
the beginning of basketball
season in January.
Gaeckle said students
would probably be able to
use VIP to register for their
tickets; however, details have
yet to be finalized.
A convenience fee of $2
per ticket may be required
for the service, Gaeckle said.
“It could change but that’s

what I’ve been told,” Gaeckle
said.
Currently the ticket
database is downloaded
onto individual computers
and carried to the Russell
House for in-person ticket
distribution.
Brewer said with society
going digital, having an
online ticket system could be
convenient.
“We’re all completely
comfortable doing everything
online so if we had situation
where you could pick up
your tickets to sporting

events online, it would be
an incredible convenience
factor,” Brewer said.
Gaeckle said printing out
tickets from any campus
computer would make things
easier.
“It makes tickets easier to
redeem rather than waiting
in line at the Russell House
for a few hours,” Gaeckle
said.
Addison said students
shouldn’t worry about not
receiving a ticket under the
current system.
“I definitely would not miss

a class for a ticket,” Addison
said. “I would definitely go to
class and come back.”
Gaeckle said students
should be patient while
waiting in line.
“I guess people are going to
be waiting and they are going
to be irritated,” Gaeckle said.
“Just have patience. We are
in dire need of some changes,
so we’re fully working
on making tickets more
accessible to students.”
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu

Ramsey slaying suspect arrives in Colorado from Los Angeles
Jon Sarchie
and Chase Squires
The Associated Press

BOULDER, Colo. — After a
flight on a state police plane,
Joh n Mark K ar r a r r ived
Thursday in the city where
6-year-old JonBenet Ramsey
was slain to face charges in
a homicide case prosecutors
acknowledged is still in its
“very early stages.”
The three-hour flight from
Los Angeles landed shortly
after 5 p.m. at the Jefferson
County airport, a few miles
from the upscale Boulder
home where JonBenet’s father
discovered her body on the
day after Christmas 1996.
Karr, in handcuffs both as he
entered and exited the plane,
was put into a black sport
utilit y vehicle and driven
in a convoy to the Boulder
jail, with news helicopters
trailing overhead.
The plane ride of fered
none of the prawns, wine and
champagne that accompanied
K a r r ’s T h a i l a n d - t o -

California f light, but the
former schoolteacher was
allowed to wear dark slacks
and a red shirt instead of a
prison jumpsuit.
Karr’s first few hours at
the jail will include physical
a nd ment a l eva luat ion s ,
Boulder County Sheriff Joe
Pelle said. He will be locked
alone in an 8-by-10-foot cell,
away from t he ot her 480
inmates.
“Anybody that’s in jail in
our population that faces
t he s e k i nd s of c h a rge s ,
charges against children,
faces some danger,” Pelle
said.
The count y public
defenders’ office has asked
to meet with Karr, who has
not been formally charged.
His first court appearance
in Boulder will probably be
announced Friday, according
to t he dist rict attorney’s
office.
During an initial hearing,
judges advise defendants of
their rights to remain silent,
to have an attorney and to

post bail unless it’s denied.
A preliminary hearing must
be scheduled within 30 days
af ter for mal charges are
filed.
Questions about Karr’s
i nvolvement i n t he c a se
have arisen since he told
reporters following his arrest
in Thailand last week how
he was with the 6-year-old
beauty queen at the time of
her 1996 death but that it
was an accident.
Boulder County
prosecutors have ref used
to det a i l a ny ev idence
they might have, but in a
court filing this week said
investigators didn’t learn of
Karr’s name until Aug. 11,
five days before his arrest in
Thailand. They said he was
arrested in part because they
feared he might get tipped
off and vanish.
“It is like t his g uy fell
out of the sky for them and
they’re trying to figure out
what they have going,” said
Laurie Levenson, a professor
at Loyola Law School and a
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former federal prosecutor.
“They can’t really let him go
or proceed to convict him
until they have the evidence.
It’s in a bit of a limbo now.”
The court fi ling confl icts
with the Sonoma County,
Ca l if., sher if f, who sa id
his office alerted Boulder
authorities about Karr in
2001 after he was arrested on
child pornography charges.
The sherif f and Boulder
prosecutors both declined
to comment on the apparent
discrepancy.
Karr, 41, has professed
love for JonBenet in e-mails
with a Colorado professor,
and told a California woman,
Wendy Hutchens, he believes
the little girl was tortured
before she was strangled.
Sonoma County sheriff’s
Lt . Dave E d mond s sa id
Karr expressed an “apparent
f a s c i n at io n” w it h t he
1993 murder victim Polly
K laas and JonBenet, and
“presented ideas about what
the murderers of Polly Klaas
and JonBenet Ramsey must
have thought and felt.” But
t here was no confession,
Edmonds said, or anything
else to suggest Karr played a
role in JonBenet’s slaying.
The Boulder arrest
wa r r a nt a nd s uppor t i ng
a f f id a v it r e m a i n s e a le d
and the district attorney is
fighting media requests to
open them. Prosecutors said
in Wednesday’s court fi ling

that the affidavit contains
ev idence never before
disclosed publicly.
“ To a l a r g e e x t e n t ,
t he ev idence f rom t he
investigation in the affidavit
has to do w it h M r. K arr
and it was only developed
r e c e n t l y,” w r o t e B i l l
Nagel, an assistant district
attorney. “Furthermore, the
investigation of Mr. Karr is
in its very early stages.”
After JonBenet’s father,
John Ramsey, found her body
in t he family’s basement
on Dec. 26, 1996, police
collected DNA from blood
spots in her underwear and
from under her fingernails.
I nvest igators have said
some of the DNA was too
degraded to use as evidence,
but some was of sufficient
quality to submit to the FBI
in 2003.
The sample did not match
any of the 1.5 million samples
in t he agency’s database,
according to the Ramsey
family attorney.
Other evidence includes
the ransom note, a mysterious
boot print found outside the
house, marks on JonBenet’s
body that some say could
have been made by a stun
gun; and signs that someone
may have entered the house
through a basement window.
K arr was arrested in
Bangkok last week and flown
over t he weekend to Los
Angeles, where he decided
not to f ight ex t r ad it ion

to Colorado on a warrant
listing charges of murder,
kidnapping and sexual assault
on a child in JonBenet’s 1996
slaying.
Karr’s family contends he
was with them in Georgia
at the time of the Colorado
killing, while an ex-wife has
said she believes Karr was
likely with her in Alabama.
Neither she nor the family
has offered definitive proof.
Dozens of attorneys have
come forward offering to
represent Karr, who does
not yet have a legal team in
Colorado. Defense lawyers
say early hearings in the case
are mostly perfunctory and
it would probably be better
for Karr to have a public
defender in Boulder at first.
“It wou ld probably be
helpful for him to have an
adviser on that who is not the
one who will eventually take
the case, someone who has
his best interests at heart who
doesn’t have an economic
motive,” said Los Angeles
attorney Gloria Allred. “The
truth is, a lot of people don’t
have that luxury.”
———
Associated Press Writers
Kim Nguyen, Catherine Tsai
and Don Mitchell in Boulder;
Gillian Flaccus in Long Beach,
Calif.; Marcus Wohlsen in San
Francisco; Jordan Robertson
in San Jose, Calif.; Har r y
R . Weber in Atlanta; and
Linda Deutsch in Los Angeles
contributed to this report.
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A van carrying John Mark Karr, is shown arriving at the Boulder County Jail in Boulder,
Colo., on Thursday. Karr was arrested in Bangkok last week and flown over the
weekend to Los Angeles, where he decided not to fight extradition to Colorado.
BAND ● Continued from 1
a young, energetic director.
He said the pure love and
excitement Brozak showed
for music made him a strong
candidate for the job.
“His new ideas and energy
will get the students excited
about mu sic,” O’Sh ields
said.
Haskins says he’s happy
a b o u t t h e b a n d ’s n e w
uniforms, which now feature
the Gamecock block “C”
logo.
“Dr. Brozak has a lot of
energy and good ideas. He
gives off a very warm feeling
when you t a l k to h i m ,”
Haskins said.
“But at t he sa me t i me
he also wants to maintain
the tradition of the band
program.”
Broz a k s a id t he g re at

reputation of USC’s music
program led him to apply for
the job.
“As soon as the job was
offered, I took it,” he said.
Aside from new uniforms,
Brozak is working on a new
pre-game show to get fans on
their feet before the “2001”
entrance begins.
Perhaps the most unique
change Brozak has made so
far is the grooming tips for
band members. Members
have been asked to t r im
their hair neatly and keep
any facial hair at a reasonable
length.
“One change students will
notice at the games is the
array of new music we’re
playing. My philosophy is
that we are a students’ band
and should represent what
the students are interested
in,” Brozak said.

The university is building
a new band hall and dance
facility off Sumter Street for
the marching band.
“ We a re dea l i ng w it h
a lot of logistical issues at
the moment, moving back
and forth between Blowfish
Stadium on Assembly Street
to an indoor facility on South
Main Street,” Brozak said.
The USC Marching Band
consists of more than 270
student members from all
schools a nd col lege s on
campus.
Students will be able to
see the “Mighty Sound of
t he Sout heast” prem iere
t hei r new u n ifor m s a nd
pre-game show at the first
home football game against
Georgia on Sept. 9.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu
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contract, so sometimes they
refuse to use ours and so we
can’t book them,” Bohman
said.
CP generally f inds t he
people that they bring to
campus through the National
A ssoc iat ion for Ca mpu s
Activities.
“Most of the agencies in the
NACA are accommodating
(to t he state cont racts),”
Bohman said.
The National Association
for Campus Activities uses a
CO-OP buying system that
makes bringing events to
colleges less expensive.
According to their Web
site, CO-OP buying is “a
process that allows schools
within close geographical
proximity to work together
to share travel and other
logistical costs for artists
and performers booked for

campus shows over a certain
block of dates.”
Performers wanting to get
onto the college circuit can
show their acts for schools in
the NACA. The schools can
then decide if it is the kind
of act they are interested in
bringing to campus.
In order for a CP
com m ission to br i ng a n
event to campus it has to be
approved by the executive
board, which is made up of
the commissioners for the
seven different commissions,
the president and the two
vice presidents.
The seven commissions
in CP are cinematic arts,
concerts, cultural awareness,
sp ec ia l prog r a m s , idea s
a nd issues, homecom i ng
a nd t r a d it io n a l e v e nt s .
T he com m it tee s a re a l l
student-run, with only a few
professional staff members
working with them.

I n add it ion to get t i ng
the program approved by
t he execut ive board, t he
commission has to fill out a
form, which has a description
of the event, a breakdown
of t he cost for br i ng i ng
the event to campus and a
recommendation from two
other colleges who hosted
the event previously.
CP is very open to student
input, since students mostly
operate it.
“Students can e-mail us
ideas; we have a feedback
for m on ou r Web site,”
Bohman said.
“The commission is the
voice of the students. They
decide what they want to
bring to USC. They tell us
what they want and we work
to make it happen,” Bohman
said.

IRAQ ● Continued from 4
in a raid to capture “foreign
terrorists,” the U.S. military
command said.
I n Baghd ad’s ea ster n
neighborhood of Mashtal, a
suspected suicide car bomb
killed at least two people
and wounded nine, police
said.
A bomb inside a parked
car exploded in the capital’s
Su n n i neighborhood of
A z a m i y a h , k i l l i n g t wo
civilians and injuring four,
while anot her car bomb
e x plo d e d i n B a g hd a d’s
Zeyou na neighborhood,

7
wounding five policemen,
police said.
In other attacks, according
to Iraqi security forces:
— Three Iraqi soldiers
were killed by a roadside
bomb in Buhriz, 35 miles
north of Baghdad.
— In Baqouba, 35 miles
nort heast of Baghdad, a
bomb in a minivan killed
three policemen.
— A police officer was
killed and four others were
wou nded by a road side
bomb in Jirf al-Melih, south
of Baqouba.
— In Baghdad’s Azamiyah
district, a policeman was

k i l led a nd a not her wa s
wou nded when g u n men
opened fire on their patrol.
— Gunmen shot and killed
the mother and brother of
the owner of a clothing store
in Baghdad’s southern Dora
neighborhood in a drive-by
shooting. The owner was
wounded.
— In northern Mosul,
two civilians were killed in
a drive-by shooting.
————
Associated Press writers
Sinan Salaheddin, Sameer N.
Yacoub, Qais al-Bashir and
Elena Becatoros in Baghdad
contributed to this report.
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Lights, camera, coverage: SGTV joins Student Media gang
SG oversees station
with coverage to begin
next week
Drew Brooks
STAFF WRITER

T he Da i ly G a mecock ,
Garnet & Black magazine
and W USC 90.5 FM each
prov ide a rea l ist ic work
environment for students
interested in their respective
mediums.
But what about med ia
a r t s, f i l m st ud ies, a nd
even broadcast journalism
majors?
John Cooper, a third-year
media arts student, hopes to

accommodate an outlet for
those students interested in
visual media.
“ Fo r s t u d e n t s — B y
students,” is the tentative
motto for the new SGTV,
which is set to launch Sept.
20 on c h a n nel 4 of t he
university’s cable network.
Cooper said the station
will be “geared especially to
students” and will include
c o v e r a g e of o n - c a mp u s
event s, news, st udent
productions, and eventually
even some athletic events.
“[The station is] a great
way to g ive st udent s a n
opportunity to show their
w o r k ,” S t u d e n t B o d y
President Tommy Preston
said. “[It’s] always important
to give students an avenue to

express themselves.”
Student Government is
current ly overseeing t he
station, which will air SG
meetings uncut one day after
the meeting. Coverage will
start next week. Eventually,
Preston hopes the station
w i l l h ave t he abi l it y to
broadcast the meetings live.
The station tentatively will
be on the air from around 6
p.m. to 11 p.m., but those
times may fluctuate, Cooper
said.
That time slot was chosen
becau se it is when most
st udent s are available to
watch TV, Preston said.
He a l so ex pre s sed h is
hope to event ua l ly have
“the station on as much as
possible.”

“I don’t a nt icipate t he
[time slot] to stay; it will
expand,” Preston said.
Cooper hopes to show
short or feat ure f ilms as
wel l a s week ly epi so d ic
product ions, whet her
developed independently or
for a class, on the station.
One st udent t a k i ng
adva nt age of SG T V is
Miguel Berg, a fourth-year
media arts student.
B e r g ’s p r o d u c t io n
c o m p a n y, Fr o s t y P a l m
St udios LLC, is creating
“The Quad,” a weekly show
chronicling the life of five
resident adv isers as t hey
balance their academic and
social lives at USC.
A casting call for the show
is set for Sunday at 3 p.m. in

West Quad.
Berg, a transfer student
f r o m t he Un i ve r s it y of
Delaware, is happy to have
an outlet to expose his talent
a nd t he t a lent s of ot her
students.
He sa id SG T V wou ld
accept most student works,
as long as t hey are up to
broadcast standards.
Programs will primarily
be divided into 30-minute or
one-hour slots.
James Basler, a third-year
media arts student, is the
producer for Special Events,
a division of SGTV dedicated
to showcasing performances
or speakers who visit the
campus.
Basler said t he stat ion
i s work i ng c lo sely w it h

Carolina Productions and
other groups on campus to
f ilm sponsored events so
they can be seen by students
who were unable to attend.
He said t hat t hey have
already f ilmed comedian
Lee Camp, who performed
Monday as part of CP’s The
Comic Strip.
Basler said non-televised
spor t s such as soccer or
volleyball would also be
shown eventually.
Cooper wants to provide a
service to the student body,
allowing them to participate
by viewing events on campus,
in addit ion to prov iding
experience to related majors.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu

‘American Idol’ winner Hicks
sues producer over old recordings
Jay Reeves
The Associated Press

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — A
federal judge has temporarily
ba r red a producer f rom
selling songs recorded by
“A mer ica n Idol” w i n ner
Taylor Hicks when he was
still just a gray-haired bar
crooner from Alabama.
U. S . D i s t r ic t Ju d g e
Virginia Emerson Hopkins
issued the ruling Tuesday
in a lawsuit filed by Hicks
against William Smith of
Nashville, Tenn., after two
songs written and sung by
Hicks showed up for sale on
the iTunes Web site.
Smit h, in an inter v iew
Thursday with The
Associated Press, said the
songs were no longer for
sale. The judge scheduled
a hearing for Aug. 30 on
whether to make her order

Attention!
The Daily
Gamecock needs
your help.
Interest meetings
to write, design,
take pictures,
edit stories and
work online
will be held
on Monday &
Tuesday at 8
p.m. in Russell
House 304.

permanent.
Hicks claimed Smith and
h is compa n ie s, W i l l ia m
S m it h P r o du c t io n s a nd
Ba ldw i n Enter t a i n ment ,
wrongly tried to make money
sel l i ng t h ree song s t hat
Hicks wrote and recorded
with Smith — “The Fall,”
“Son of a Carpenter,” and
“In Your Time.”
Smith doesn’t have rights
to the music, Hicks claimed.
Smith said he has signed
cont rac t s w it h H ick s,
however. Smith also said he
released the songs mainly
to help fend off critics’ bad
reviews of Hicks’ single, “Do
I Make You Proud,” released
after he won “Idol” in May.
“It aggravated me because I
knew what a gifted performer

and writer he is,” Smith said
in the AP interview. “I love
Taylor Hicks, and for three
months I was refuting the
bad press he was getting.”
Hicks’ suit says the songs
were recorded in 1997, but
Smith said Hicks recorded
them in June 2001. Smith
said he’s not sure how many
copies of t he songs were
sold, but Hicks will get any
royalties he is due.
A s wor n st atement by
Hicks’ attorney, Michael J.
Douglas, said the recordings
were poor-qualit y demos.
Dist ribut ing t hem could
damage Hicks’ reputation
in the music industry and
cause him “immense
irreparable fi nancial harm,”
the statement said.

The Associated Press

Taylor Hicks performs on stage during ABC’s “Good Morning America” summer concert
series in New York on July 21.
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USC international business program continues to net top honors
U.S. News &
World Report ranks
Carolina No. 1
Nick Needham
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

US C ’s u nde r g r a d u at e
i nter nat iona l bu si ness
program ranks first in the
nation, according to U.S.
News & World Report, for
the 12th year in a row.
The magazine also ranked
the university’s “First-Year
E x p e r ie n c e s” f r e s h me n
programs among the best in
the nation.
The Moore School
of Bu si ne s s’ r a n k i ng i n

undergraduate international
business surpasses
distinguished universities
such as t he W harton
School at the University of
Pennsylvania and New York
University.
The graduate program in
international business already
grabbed the No. 1 slot among
public universities earlier
i n t he yea r. T he Moore
School is ranked 25th among
public universities in the
“Best Business Programs”
category.
The u niversit y slipped
slightly in the “Best National
Universities” category from
10 9 t h i n 20 05 to 112t h
t h is year. A mong publ ic
universities, USC ranked
54th, down from 52nd in

2005.
Office of Public Affairs
spokesman Russ McKinney
said the university didn’t lose
any ground.
“ It ’s a t e mp or a r y
discouragement, but we’re
probably in the same position
as we were last year,” he
said.
U. S . Ne w s r a n k s 24 8
American universities (162
public and 86 private) in
the national category. The
rankings are based on factors
such as SAT/ACT scores,
graduation and retention
rates and class sizes.
For many colleges and
universities, the rankings
h a ve b e c ome a p opu l a r
marketing tool to attract
more students to schools.

The latest rankings come
at a t i me w he n US C i s
undergoing major changes.
I n n o v i s t a , t h e To w e r s
demol it ion a nd ot her
projects around campus are
changing the universit y’s
physical appearance. New
academic programs such as
Capstone Scholars and the
soon-to-be launched Student
Success Center are helping
to improve t he academic
standing of the university.
M a ny st udent s seem
i nd if ferent to t he latest
rankings, saying choosing
a school that fits student’s
personal it ies is more
important than raw data.
“ C ol le g e i s w h at y o u
make it. People don’t have
to go to a n Iv y L eag ue

school to be successful,” said
Joy Boorman, t hird-year
cardiovascular technology
student.
USC ’s Un iver sit y 101
program made the list of
“Programs to Look For,”
but Boorman, who took the
course, isn’t so sure it had
any benefit.
“I’m glad I got to meet
ot her people, but t he
class itself was annoying,”
Boorman said.
B r i c e Wo o d b e r r y, a
third-year exercise science
student, also said he never
used rankings to decide on
which college to choose.
But , he sa id, goi ng to a
school ranked as one of the
top public schools is a nice
bonus.

“I k new I was going to
whatever school offered me
the most scholarship money,”
said Woodberry.
McK inney says t he
u n iversit y pays close
attention to public
institutions’ rankings more
than the other rankings.
“We keep an eye on where
other comprehensive, flagship
universities in states relative
to South Carolina’s size are
on the list,” McKinney said.
A s for nex t yea r,
McKinney said he is hopeful
the university will move back
up the list as many programs
and projects around campus
are completed.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu

Border governors discuss immigration, security at Lone Star State Capitol
Liz Austin Peterson
The Associated Press

AUSTIN, Tex as — U.S.
and Mexican border-state
governors on Thursday began
a two-day conference seeking
to fi nd common ground on
issues of immigration and
border security.
The governors, meeting
at the Texas Capitol, were
expected to discuss a
proposed joint declaration
sponsored by Cal ifor n ia
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
and New Mexico Gov. Bill
R i c h a r d s o n t h at w o u ld
est abl ish a cross-border
law enforcement task force
that would target human
traffickers, drug smugglers
and other criminals.
T he decla rat ion a lso
would call on both federal
governments to criminalize
border t u n nels, w it h
sig n if ica nt pena lt ies for

people who break tunneling
laws.
Schwarzenegger,
R icha rdson, Tex a s G ov.
Rick Perry, A rizona Gov.
Janet Napolitano and the
governors of the Mexican
border st ates of Sonora,
Baja California, Chihuahua,
Coahuila, Nuevo Leon and
Tamaulipas were involved
in the mostly closed-door
sessions.
The United States and
Mexico must find a way to
expand trade and improve
t he economy of bot h
countries while still securing
the border from would-be
terrorists, drug smugglers
a nd hu m a n t r a f f ic k e r s ,
Per r y sa id a s he k ic ked
off the opening ceremony
of the 24th annual Border
Governors Conference.
“We are bound not only
by a common border but by
a common future,” he said.

“Simply put, our prosperity
must be shared or it will be
short lived.”
The meetings prompted
several small, mostly peaceful
protests throughout the city,

including one outside the
conference hotel that drew
about three dozen people
who want immigrant soldiers
deployed in the Middle East
to be granted citizenship.

Perr y had said he most
wanted to talk about border
secu rit y and get t ing t he
federal government to pay
more of the tab. He has said
he will ask the Legislature
nex t year to allocate
$100 million to continue
Operat ion Linebacker, a
border security program the
state launched in the past
year.
W hile touring t he
Texas-Mex ico border on
T h u r s d a y, H o m e l a n d
Security Secretary Michael
Chertoff said the number of
people arrested while trying
to sneak across the border
has dropped by one-third
since the federal government
stepped up enforcement and
detention procedures. He
said he believes that indicates
that illegal immigration has
dropped as well.
At the opening ceremony
later t hat day, C her tof f

TATTOO ● Continued from 1

t at tooi ng tou r where he
tattooed in 14 states over a
course of four months.
Like Alverson, McMahon
said he feels tattooing is an
“energ y exchange, which
bonds you for life.”
Though t he m i n i mu m
tattoo charge is $50, the most
popular tattoo at the parlor
has been what Alverson calls
the “tramp stamp.”
Mc M a hon sa id he ha s
tattooed a lot of palmetto
trees, crescent moons and
fighting chickens since the

shop opened.
“Every city is different,
ju st l i ke e ver y p er son ,”
McMahon said. “It is cool
how people i n d if ferent
places tend to get similar
tattoo ideas.”
Kelly Mandrell, a thirdyear art education student
who works as a receptionist/
shop girl at the parlor, said
she loves working for the
shop and finds the tattooing
industry to be fascinating.
“I love it so much that I
want to learn how to tattoo,”

The Associated Press

Demonstrators, from left, Ariel Vegosen, Marilyn White,
Martha Odom and Lela McNutt, dressed respectively
as Arizona Gov. Janet Napolitano, California Gov.
Schwarzenegger, Texas Gov. Rick Perry and New Mexico
Gov. Bill Richardson, protest at the annual Border
Governors Conference on Thursday in Austin, Texas.

are open from 12 p.m. to 12
a.m. every day of the week.”
Alverson, who got his first
tattoo at age 19, said tattooing
is a bonding experience.
Mike McMahon, also a
custom artist at the parlor,
has been tattooing all over
the country in cities such as
Chicago and Boston. This
past summer, he was on a

touted the president’s guest
worker plan and said both
countries need to address the
“powerful economic draw”
that is bringing immigrants
to the United States.
“ I f we do not add re s s
that draw, we are trying to
essentially violate the law of
supply and demand,” he said.
Juan Bosco Marti Ascencio,
an off icial wit h Mex ico’s
Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
said his country has worked
hard to improve economic
and social conditions in its
communities so people are
not forced to leave for the
United States.
But he emphasized t he
importance of balancing
security and the efficient flow
of goods and people between
the two countries.
“As many people on both
sides of the border say, more
bridges and fewer walls are
needed,” he said.
said Mandrell.
Hudgins said he takes his
business seriously. He gives
all of his employees random
d r ug test s to i nsu re t he
safety of his customers and
of his business.
“ T he mo s t s uc c e s s f u l
shops are non-artist run. I
do not tattoo. I can, but I
don’t,” Hudgins said. “It all
comes down to business. A
non-business person never
succeeds in t he business
world.”
Hudgins said the parlor
has held ever ything from
tattoo birthday parties to
baccalaureate extravaganzas.
“I have had people show
up on mot orc yc le s who
were just driving through to
people showing up in limos,”
Hudgins said. “I am anxious
to see what customers we
receive after the first week of
class rolls around.”
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@gwm.sc.edu
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Austrian police ﬁnd young woman allegedly held prisoner for more than 8 years
Veronika Oleksyn
The Associated Press

S T R A S S H O F, A u s t r i a
— Nat a s c h a K a mp u s c h
va n i shed on her way to
school on March 2, 1998,
when she was 10. Pol ice
said Thursday t hey were
“quite sure” she is the young
woman who turned up this
week claiming she had been
a captive, confi ned much of
the time in a small cellar.
The man who allegedly
held t he woma n k i l led
himself Wednesday, a few
hours after she sought help at
a home near the quiet, smalltown street where she says
she was held.
W hile expressing
confidence in the women’s
identity, investigators said
they were still waiting for
DNA ver if icat ion of t he
identity claim by the young
woman, who turned up in
a garden near t he ma n’s
house.
But t he m is si ng g i rl’s
parents met with the woman
and said they also were sure
she is t he daughter who
disappeared on her way to
school in nearby Vien na
eight years ago. Police said
she had a surgery scar like
Nat a s c h a a n d r e p o r t e d
finding the missing girl’s
passport in the house.
Police, who conf irmed
the identity of the alleged
k id n app er a s Wol f g a n g
Pr i k lopi l, a 4 4 -yea r- old
communications technician,
said he k illed himself by
throwing himself in front of
a commuter train in Vienna.
They cordoned of f t he
street where Priklopil lived
in Strasshof, less than 10
miles northeast of Vienna,
and released photos of the
hiding place in his house

where t he you ng woman
purportedly was held.
One photograph appeared
to show a small, cluttered
room and narrow concrete
stairs leading down to it from
an entrance so small it would
have to be crawled through.
A not her photo showed a
metal hatch that sealed the
windowless, underground
room.
Federal police spokesman
Armin Halm said there was
a bed and a toilet in t he
cramped space. Images on
TV showed a small television
in the room, which also had
a sink and was littered with
piles of books. Police said
the woman was occasionally
allowed to watch videos.
A female police officer,
S a b i n e Fr e u d e n b e r g e r,
said the young woman told
of spending her days with
her captor and even doing
gardening. She described the
woman as “quite chatty.”
Freudenberger, one of the
fi rst officers to have contact
with the woman Wednesday,
told Austrian television the
man apparently threatened
her, saying that was probably
the reason she didn’t try to
flee sooner.
Pol ice sa id t he you ng
woman had been examined
by a doctor and did not have
signs of injuries, but added
that her condition was still
being studied.
Freudenberger said she
believed the young woman
had been sexually abused
but didn’t realize it. “It won’t
become clear to her... She did
everything voluntarily, she
said,” Freudenberger said.
I n most cases, The
Associated Press does not
identify victims or alleged
victims of sexual assault. In
this case, however, the name

The Associated Press

This photo provided by the Austrian police, Thursday,
Aug. 24, 2006, shows the room of Natascha Kampusch in
the house of her alleged kidnapper in Strasshof northeast
of Vienna. The 44-year old technician Wolfgang Priklopil
committed suicide Wednesday after the girl he allegedly
held in captivity for more than eight years managed to
escape earlier. Natascha Kampusch, then aged 10, had
vanished in Vienna on her way to school on March 2,
1998.
of the missing girl has been
widely reported because of
t he circumstances of her
abduction.
K a m p u s c h ’s m o t h e r,
B r i g it t a S i r n y, s a id o n
Austrian TV she was very
proud of her daughter.
“She said ‘mama mausi’ to
me,” Sirny said, recalling the
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emotional moment she met
with the young woman and
embraced.
Mausi — literally “little
mouse” — is a pet name some
Austrians use in addressing
their loved ones.
Kampusch’s father, Ludwig
Koch, his eyes glistening and
voice wavering, said he never

thought he’d live to see his
daughter again.
“Honestly, I didn’t think
t hat I’d st i l l ex per ience
this,” Koch said on Austrian
television.
I nve st ig ator s relea sed
few details as they worked
to piece the story together.
But state broadcaster ORF
carried remarks from Erich
Zwett ler of t he Aust rian
federal police say ing t he
young woman escaped from
her captor when the door
to her h id i ng place wa s
left open, then ran into a
nearby garden where she
told an elderly woman she
had been k idnapped and
identified herself as Natascha
Kampusch.
Strasshof is the kind of
town where neighbors are
friendly but tend to mind
t hei r ow n bu si ne s s. It ’s
a sem i-r u ral com mu n it y
where tidy houses adorned
with flower boxes are mostly
set close together. Children
play freely in the streets and
doors are left open.
Residents were reluctant
to spea k w it h rep or ter s
Thursday. Neighbors said
they were shocked by the
repor t s a nd had seen no
signs of anything to raise
suspicion.
“I couldn’t sleep last night
af ter I hea rd t he news,”
said a middle-aged woman
who g ave on ly her f i r st
na me, El isabet h. “ W hat
goes through the mind of
someone like that?”
The woman said she saw
the suspect from time to
time during walks around the
neighborhood, but noticed
nothing out of the ordinary.
“He was on the street and in
front of the house,” she said.
Neighbor Harald Mahr,
st a nd i ng i n h i s g a rden ,

said, “I noticed his car, but
otherwise nothing.”
Another neighbor, Peter
Drkosch, called the suspect
a n “e c cent r ic” a nd told
Austrian television that he
and his wife sometimes saw
the man with his mother.
“A few t imes we heard
a you ng voice,” Drkosch
added, saying he thought the
voice they heard was maybe
that of a girlfriend.
Nat a s c h a’s s i s t er t old
A u s t r i a n t ele v i s io n her
mot her almost had a
brea kdow n when p ol ice
not if ied her Wed nesday
afternoon of the discovery of
the young woman.
She said her mother always
held onto t he hope t hat
Natascha would come back
one day.
“She always said she was
still alive,” said the sister,
identified as Sabina Sirny.
A f ter Nat a scha’s
d i s app e a r a nc e , not h i n g
was the same, her mother
said. “There was no real
Christmas, no real joys ...
I didn’t even wa nt to be
around my grandchildren
the first year or two.”
Nikolaus Koch, a lead
i nve s t ig at or, s a id o n
Austrian television that the
police had contact with the
a l leged k id napper about
three months after Natascha
disappeared in 1998 he had a
“sturdy alibi” at the time.
At the time, another girl
told pol ice she had seen
Nat ascha bei ng d ragged
i nto a wh ite va n. Pol ice
inter v iewed hu ndreds of
van owners and also briefly
interviewed Priklopil.
Po l i c e t r a c k e d d o w n
the van Thursday and are
invest igat ing if Prik lopil
had an accomplice, Austrian
television reported.
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France to send total 2,000 troops for U.N. peacekeeping force in Lebanon
Jamey Keaten
The Associated Press

PARIS — President Jacques
Chirac announced Thursday
t h at Fr a nce w i l l send
2,000 soldiers to southern
Leba non a nd hopes to
retain command of the U.N.
peacekeeping force, as a top
European Union official said
international troops could
start deploying within days.
T he of f e r b y Fr a nc e ,
Lebanon’s former colonial
ruler and key architect of
a U.N. Securit y Council
resolution to increase the
force’s size, was a major step
toward expanding it more
than a week after a cease-fire
took hold.
I t a l s o r e p r e s e nt e d a
turnaround for Paris, which

d rew cr it icism last
week after announcing
it wou ld on ly double
it s c u r rent 20 0 -t roop
contingent. France’s role as
mission commander then
came under pressure, with
Italy expressing a willingness
to take t he lead role and
pledging up to 3,000 troops.
D o m i n iq u e Moi s i , a n
a n a l y s t w i t h F r a n c e ’s
Institute for International
Relations, said France — in
announcing a larger force
— had felt the “international
and national outrage at the
contradiction between the
French promises and what
the French delivered.”
“At some point, the French
realized they had gone too
far by doing too little,” he
said. “It is a face-sav ing

gesture.”
W h i t e
H o u s e
spokeswoman Dana
Perino said President Bush
welcomed the decision by
t he Frenc h a nd s a id a n
international force should
be “deployed urgently.”
Finnish Foreign Minister
E rk k i Tuom ioja , who s e
country holds the rotating
European Union presidency,
said he wants to see the fi rst
reinforcements arrive within
a week if possible.
I n a tele v ised add re s s
broadcast across Eu rope
and t he M ideast, Chirac
said he made the decision
after receiving guarantees
al low i ng t he force “f ree
movement and its abilit y
to act when faced wit h a
possible hostile situation.”

“ We o b t a i n e d t h e
necessary clarifications on
t he c h a i n of com m a nd ,
wh ich must be si mple,
c oherent a nd re ac t i ve ,”
Chirac said, adding that he
will evaluate the size of the
French contingent over the
next six months as events
progress. “I am convinced
today that French soldiers
can be deployed effectively.”
Chirac sought to claim
some cred it for draw i ng
in other countries, saying
that he had “spoken with
several of my counterparts
to persuade them to take
their full part.”
France, along wit h t he
United States, helped craft
the U.N. Security Council
resolution that called for
the expansion of the United
Nations Interim Force in
Lebanon, or UNIFIL, from
the current 2,000 troops to
15,000.
They are to join an equal
number of Lebanese troops
i n preser v i ng t he sha k y
cease-fire by making sure
Hezbollah does not fi re any
more rockets or carry out
more raids into Israel.
U.N. Secretary-General
Kof i A n na n w i l l dec ide
who leads the force, though
France’s current command
isn’t set to ex pi re u nt i l
February.
Lebanese Prime Minister
Fu a d S a n io r a s a id i n a
s t at ement t h at C h i r ac’s
decision will “serve Lebanon
and st reng t hen stabilit y,
a nd helps Leba non to
regain its lands through the
implementation of Israeli
withdrawal, and helps the
state of Lebanon to spread
its authority on its territories
in southern Lebanon.”
Under t he U.N.
resolution, the Israelis are to
withdraw “in tandem” with
the arrival of the enhanced

international force.
Israeli Foreign Minister
Tz i p i L i v n i u r g e d t h e
international community to
act as quickly as possible to
deploy the force.
Sp or ad ic v iolence h a s
marked the cease-fire that
took hold Aug. 14 and ended
34 days of ferocious fighting,
but the truce has thus far
held.
“The ex t rem ist s who
want to inflame the region
are watching us, and this
w ill test t he st reng t h
and determination of the
international community,”
Liv n i sa id fol low i ng a
meeting with Italian Foreign
Minister Massimo D’Alema.
A separate cont roversy
has developed over whether
the international force will
patrol the Lebanon-Syria
border.
Israel insists a U.N. force
t a ke up p o sit ion s a long
the border to cut off arms
sh ipment s to Hezbollah,
while Syria says such a move
would be a “hostile” act.
S a n i o r a’s C a b i n e t o n
T hu r sday af f i r med it s
determination to uphold the
cease-fi re and called on the
international community to
send troops to free up the
Lebanese army to patrol the
country’s borders. It did not
directly address the issue of
U.N. troops on the Syrian
border.
The U.S. warned Syria
to abide by a U.N. ar ms
e mb a r g o me a nt t o s t o p
Hezbollah from resupplying
af ter it s mont h long wa r
w it h Israel. It dism issed
Sy ria n object ions to
international peacekeepers
as preposterous.
“All countries must obey
the arms embargo” under
the U.N. Security Council
resolution that set a ceasefire this month, said State

Dep a r t me nt s p oke s m a n
Gonzalo Gallegos. “It is a
singular duty for Syria, as
the one country apart from
Israel that borders Lebanon,
to do so.”
France had long pressed
for a clearer mandate for the
beefed-up force, and led a
flurry of diplomatic activity
with European and other
nations to help clarify the
force’s rules of engagement.
“Regarding the rules of
e n g a g e me nt , t he y mu s t
guarantee the force’s free
movement and its abilit y
to act when faced wit h a
possible hostile situation,”
Chirac said.
EU f oreig n m i n i s t er s
were schedu led to meet
Friday in Brussels to discuss
t he force. Pressu re on
the Europeans has grown
because Israel has rejected
offers of participation from
Malaysia, Bangladesh and
Indonesia — predominantly
Muslim countries that do
not recognize t he Jewish
state.
The United Nations was
expected to hold a formal
meeting Monday for
countries that have expressed
i ntere st i n cont r ibut i ng
troops to Lebanon, a U.N.
off icial said, speak ing on
cond it ion of a nony m it y
because there has been no
official announcement.
The world body is hoping
to nail dow n concrete
nu mbers at t hat t ime so
the deployment can begin
quickly, the U.N. official
said.
Other nations considering
contributions to the force
i nc lude Spa i n , Fi n la nd ,
D e n m a r k , G e r m a n y,
Greece, and Belg ium.
Turkey, Morocco, Nepal,
New Zealand and China also
are considering participating
in the U.N. mission.
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Jazz trumpeter extraordinaire Maynard Ferguson dies in Southern California at 78
Jeff Wilson
The Associated Press

VENTURA, Calif.
— Jazz trumpeter Maynard
Ferg uson, k now n for his
soaring high notes and for
his recording of “Gonna Fly
Now,” a hit version of the
t heme from t he “Rock y”
movies, has died. He was
78.
Ferg uson, who lived in
nearby Ojai, died Wednesday
night at Communit y
Memor ia l Hospit a l of
kidney and liver failure due
to an abdominal infection,
friend and manager Steve
Schankman said Thursday.
Ferguson’s four daughters,
K im, Lisa, Corby a nd
Wilder, and other family
members were at his side
when he died, he said.
“Someone just said,
`G abr iel, move over
t o s e c o n d t r u m p e t ,’ ”
Schankman said from his
St. Louis office. “He was the
last of the greats. That era is
closed. There is no Kenton,
no Basie, no Ellington, and
now, no Ferguson.”
Born into a musical family
i n M o nt r e a l , Fe r g u s o n
began playing the piano and
violin at age 4, took up the
trumpet at 9 and soloed with
the Canadian Broadcasting
Company Orchestra at 11,
t hen quit school at 15 to
pursue a career in music.
T he ne x t yea r he wa s
leading his own dance band,
the fi rst of a number of big
bands and smaller ensembles
he eventually fronted in a
career that produced more
than 60 albums and three
Grammy nominations.
Ferg uson, also a much
admired teacher, became

Tom Hanson / The Associated Press

Musician Maynard Ferguson talks after being invested into the Order of Canada at a
ceremony in Ottawa on Dec. 10, 2004. Ferguson, known for his soaring high notes and
for his hit recording of “Gonna Fly Now,” which lent the musical muscle to the “Rocky”
movies, has died. He was 78.
identified with ear-piercing
power and dizzy ing high
notes that he was still able
to play with precision. He
was na med Dow n Beat
magazine’s “trumpeter of
the year” three times.
“My instrument is a thing
of pleasure, and I play it only
because I enjoy it,” he once

said. “The most important
thing is doing what feels
right for me.”
The t r umpeter — who
stood just 5 feet 9 — credited
yoga with enabling him to
harness the full capacity of
his lungs and routinely hit a
double-high-C.
“He will be remembered

for his soaring high notes,
he’ll be remembered as Stan
Kenton’s lead trumpet player
and he’ll be remembered for
movie soundtracks like `The
Te n C o m m a n d m e nt s ,’ ”
Schankman said. “But what
t hey shou ld remember
him for is his work as an
educator.

“He played for students,
v isit ing h igh schools, to
raise money for instruments
and music programs. And he
left them with an inspiring
remark.”
As with many esteemed
jazz players, mainst ream
success largely eluded
Ferguson. But he scored a
Top-10 hit with his cover of
“Gonna Fly Now,” and the
single spawned a gold album
and a Grammy nomination
in 1978.
“I knew it was going to
be a hit,” he once said of
the Bill Conti composition.
“Sylvester Stallone was in
the studio when we recorded
it,” punching a speed bag to
the rhythm of the song.
“If you listen very close
to the original recording,
you can hear in the mix the
sound of him hitting the
small bag,” Ferguson said.
Ferg uson moved to the
U.S. at age 20, playing in
big bands including Jimmy
Dorsey’s and performing
s olo i n Ne w Yo r k C it y
cafes.
He t hen joi ned St a n
Kenton’s orchestra, where
h is sh r iek i ng, upperreg ister t r u mpet for med
the backbone of the group’s
extensive brass section.
In 1956 he formed the first
of several 13-piece orchestras
known for the crisp vigor of
their horns. They helped
launch the careers of such
jazz not ables as Ch ick
Corea, Chuck Mangione,
Bob James, Wayne Shorter
and Joe Zawinul.
A s t he popu la r it y of
jazz declined in the 1960s,
Ferguson was forced to scale
down his big band, touring
less frequently and favoring

a smaller sextet instead.
He moved his family to
India, where he absorbed
Eastern music and
philosophy, then to England.
He later moved back to the
U.S., settling in California.
But he returned almost
yearly to India.
“I go to teach, but I always
end up learning more,” he
said.
In the late `60s and `70s,
he created a musical niche
by rearranging pop and rock
songs “MacA rt hur Park”
and the Beatles’ “Hey Jude,”
for example for big bands.
M e a n w h i l e ,
“Conquistador,” the album
that included “Gonna Fly
Now,” reached No. 22 on
Billboard’s charts and helped
rekindle the public’s interest
in big bands.
Born in Montreal on May
4, 1928, Ferguson said his
most i mpor t a nt mu sic a l
inf luences were Louis
Armstrong and his mother,
a violinist with the Ottawa
Symphony and later a school
administrator.
He remembered bei ng
about 9 when he fell in love
with the horn.
“I went to a church in
Mont rea l, sor t of l i ke a
Sunday school get-together,”
and had a chance to put a
cornet to his lips, he told the
St. Cloud (Minn.) Times in
2003.
“ It w a s m y f i r s t t i me
play ing t he inst r ument,”
Ferguson said. “My parents
were really surprised when
I said, `I have got to get me
one of these.’
“I remember having the
feel i ng af ter I played it
that the trumpet was the
instrument for me.”

In message to Iran, Israel adds
2 more submarines capable of
carrying atomic warheads
Ramit Plushnick-Masti
The Associated Press

JERUSA L EM — W it h t he
purchase of two more Germanmade Dolphin submarines capable
of carr y ing nuclear warheads,
m i l it a r y ex per t s say I srael is
sending a clear message to Iran
that it can strike back if attacked by
nuclear weapons.
The purchases come at a time
when Iran is refusing to bow to
g row ing Western demands to
halt it s nuclear prog ram, and
after Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad has called for Israel
to be “wiped off the map.”
The new submarines, built at a
cost of $1.3 billion with Germany
foot ing one-t h ird of t he bill,
have diesel-electric propulsion
systems that allow them to remain
submerged for longer periods of
time than the three nuclear armscapable submarines already in
Israel’s fleet, the Jerusalem Post
reported.
The latest submarines not only
would be able to carry out a fi rst
strike should Israel choose to do
so, but they also would provide
Israel with crucial second-strike
capabilities, said Paul Beaver, a
London-based independent defense
analyst.
Israel is already believed to have
that abilit y in the form of the
Jericho-1 and Jericho-2 nuclearcapable ballistic missiles, which
are buried so far underground they
would survive a nuclear strike, he
said.
“The Iranians would be very
foolish if they attacked Israel,”
Beaver said.
German officials have said the
contract for the new submarines
was signed July 6, and the Jerusalem
Post reported this week the subs
will be operational shortly.
Israel, operating on a policy
of nuclear ambiguity, has never
confirmed or denied whether it
has nuclear weapons. It is believed,
however, to have the world’s sixthlargest stockpile of atomic arms,

including hundreds of warheads.
Iran so far has resisted calls by
the U.N. Security Council to halt
uranium enrichment, which can
produce, among other things, the
material for atomic bombs. The
council set an Aug. 31 deadline
that is accompanied by the threat
of sanctions.
T he d i spute over Teh r a n’s
nuclear program revolves around
Iran’s insistence it wants to master
the technology simply to generate
electricity. Critics say Iran wants
to make nuclear weapons.
The Dolphin submarine could be
one of the best deterrents, Beaver
said. The technology on the subs
makes them undetectable and gives
them defensive capabilities in the
case of attack, he said.
“They are very well-built, very
well-prepared, lots of interesting
e q u ip m e nt , o n e o f t h e b e s t
conventional submarines available,”
Beaver sa id. “ We a re t a l k i ng
about a third string of deterrence
capabilities.”
Michael Karpin, an expert on
Israel’s atomic weapons capabilities
who published a book on the issue
in the United States, said nucleararmed submarines provide better
second-strike capabilities than
missiles launched from airplanes.
“Planes are vulnerable, unlike
nuclear (armed) submarines that
can operate for an almost unlimited
amount of time without being
struck,” Karpin said. “Secondstrike capabilities are a crucial
element in any nuclear conflict.”
In Germany, members of two
opposition parties criticized the
deal. Winfried Nachtwei, national
security spokesman for the Greens,
sa id t he dec i sion wa s w rong
because Germany had obtained
no g ua ra ntee t he subma r i nes
would not be used to carry nuclear
weapons.
“This red line should not be
crossed,” Nachtwei was quoted
as saying by the newspaper Taz.
“O t her w i s e it i s a c omple t e
renunciation of Germany’s policy
of non-proliferation.”
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IN OUR OPINION

Campus prestige perishes
with unfinished projects
Instead of ribbon-cutting ceremonies and new tile
floors, students returned to class Thursday greeted
by orange cones, caution tape and four honeycombed
towers still dotting the Columbia skyline.
Campus Planning has been dragging its feet on several
projects, and one too many construction delays have
turned parts of campus into an embarrassing patchwork
of potholes and flimsy promises.
The Colloquium, a new eatery outside Gambrell Hall
that was supposed to be open when students arrived
this fall, is slated to open in mid-September. The Blatt
fields aren’t ready for use,
and some intramural sports
clubs are paying extra to
play on off-campus fields.
While the Colloquium
is op en i ng on ly t h ree
weeks late and the Blatt
fields no longer resemble
a giant mudpit, the Towers’ presence represents years
of extended deadlines. With a national push toward
suite-style residence halls for all students, USC should
have gotten on board sooner.
The university looks bad when it uses new buildings to
attract students and doesn’t deliver when promised. One
delayed project is acceptable and even understandable.
Several delayed projects, including a quartet of
endearingly trashy but crumbling dorms, is a black eye.
Beginning with a tour today for former students who
lived in the Towers, USC is prepared to toast the Towers
in grand style. But without a target demolition date, this
might the beginning of a long and irritating goodbye.

Delays have turned
parts of campus into
a patchwork
of potholes.

Voice your opinion on message
boards at www.dailygamecock.com
or send letters to the editor at
gamecockopinions@gwm.sc.edu

In Thursday’s News, the Meridian building should have
been listed as being built in 2004.
The Daily Gamecock regrets the error.
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The University of South
Carolina is more than just
a school. We have our own
police force, athletic teams,
elected leaders, thousands
of people who sleep here
every night — you could
say we’re like our own little
city within a city.
But the true measure of
a cit y lies in the private
sector. If we really are our
own little town of 25,000
people, we can be sure of
one thing — eventually,
Wa l- M a r t i s g oi n g t o
move in and enslave us all.
They’re willing to use force
when necessar y, ar med
with modern weapons such
as Nerf guns and $5 DVD
bins.
I live in Greenville, so
every time I drive home I
pass a massive Wal-Mart
d ist r ibut ion center on
I-385. Hundreds of 18wheelers are lined up and
ready to deploy, arranged
in a way that is somewhat
reminiscent of an imperial
base from Star Wars.
I si ncerely bel ieve
t he y ’re t r y i ng to t a ke
over the world, one deep-

discount item
at a time.
Ever seen
anyone buy
a gun at
Wa l- M a r t ?
No? That’s
CHASE
because they
STOUDENMIRE don’t actually
Third-year
history student s e l l t h e m .
T he ent i re
hunt ing
section is nothing more
than a cleverly disguised
weapons cache.
Wal-Mar t employees
(hereinafter referred to
as Wal-Martians) aren’t
act ually real people.
T he y ’re ma nu f ac t u red
in the stock rooms from
raw materials gathered by
ot her workers. Most of
them never even leave the
store. A real human may
leave t he United States
and travel to Europe for
adventure. Adventurous
Wal-Martians may leave
Electronics and visit Home
Décor or t he G a rden
Center.
You probably not iced
that Wal-Mart launched
its attack on Monday when
they set up an entire fake
dorm room in the middle
of the Russell House.
I imagine the phone call
proposing the idea went

Maintenance makes
move-in day difficult
for incoming residents

CORRECTIONS

STUDENT MEDIA

Open-air store draws in
unsuspecting students to
Wal-Martian way of life

something like this:
Wal-Martian: “Can we
come set up a fake dorm
r o o m i n y ou r s t ude nt
union?”
Universit y Employee:
“No.”
Wal-Martian: “Great.
We’ll be there Monday.”
Here’s where it gets fun.
Not only did they want to
set up a fake dorm, they
wanted to pay four students
to live in it for two days!
Sign me up!
I wore Wal-Mart clothes,
ate Wal-Mart food, sat on
Wal-Mart furniture, and
breat hed Wal-Mart air
— which is much cheaper
than regular air. To thank
me for all of my hard work
(ha, ha) they gave me a
$500 gift card. I love my
life.
I always thought WalMart sold a lot of stuff for
really cheap — but now
that I’ve been trained, I
know that they sell a wide
variet y of products at a
great value.
At least, that’s what I’ve
been told to say, and I’ll say
it. The last thing I want is
to wake up in the morning
and find an army of angry
Wal-Mar t ia ns ba ng i ng
on my door, Nerf guns in
hand.

7-FIXX gets arrivals hot, ill-tempered
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M a i ntena nce,
commonly known as 7FIXX, is supposed to fi x
things around campus.
The f irst t hing t hey
need to f i x is t heir
customer service.
Many st udents, after
a long day of hauling in
boxes, found numerous
problems with their new
homes.
A ir condit ioners
blowing hot air made the
already sweltering rooms
feel like ovens. The ceiling
above the front desk of
Capstone dripped water
onto unsuspecting people
below. And let’s not even
talk about the magical,
m y s t e r iou s f u r n it u r e
disappearing act.
7-FIXX is touted as the
cure-all for ever yone’s
maintenance woes. If a
student has a problem,
they can call some guru
who will send someone as
quickly as possible to save
them.
That ended when they
stopped picking up the
phones.
Hanging up on someone
in usual conversation is
rude and generally ruins
a friendship. I hung up

JACKIE
ALEXANDER
Second-year
print
journalism
student

on a friend
a few years
ago, and
we haven’t
s p o k e n
since.
B ei n g
hung up
on by an
official
u n iver sit y
employee is

unprofessional and should
not be tolerated. They
d id a g reat d isser v ice
t o s t ude nt s , ne w a nd
returning, and tarnished
their name for the rest of
the year.
Understandably, they
deal wit h 23 buildings
across campus and over
7, 0 0 0 n e w s t u d e n t s .
Ever yone a lway s f i nd
problems w it h t hei r
rooms, many of which are
superficial.
But does it really hurt to
at least pick up the phone
and ask for the sweat y
freshman to please hold
while you attend to the
384 students before him?
For s o me s t ude nt s ,
their call to 7-FIXX was
their first interaction with
a universit y office. For
some, it will be their last.
The staff is limited and
the complaints are many
but com mon cou r tes y
should not be abandoned

because an office is busy.
Students appreciate all
the maintenance staff does
but the poor response has
instilled loathing in the
hearts of many students.
O ne s t u de nt c a l le d
more than six times in a
row only to be hung up
on — six times. His room
was 86 degrees and rising
in the middle of the day.
Last I heard, he lost the
freshman 15 instead of
gaining it.
Another student called
because the furniture in
his room was completely
m issi ng. I don’t k now
where he slept that night
but it wasn’t on his dorm
bed because he never got
one.
M a ny s t ude nt s j u s t
stopped calling and figured
that they could deal with
the broken window as long
as they held an umbrella
over their head while they
slept.
T he s e s t or ie s f r o m
hell make our university
look i ncompetent a nd
uncaring, turning many
students away from our
services and our campus.
How do we expect to
retain students when we
ca n’t even a nswer t he
phone?
By t he way, ca l ls to
Bursar’s off ice made it
through.

Wondering what to watch
t his fall while you avoid
studying for that first test
this semester?
Well wonder no longer.
The good
folks at
CBS have
concocted an
old-fashioned
race war
for your
enjoyment.
JACOB
“Sur v ivor:
DAVIS
Cook Islands,”
Fourththe “Race
year print
b et we en
journalism
student
Races” as
it ’s b e i n g
called, will mark the 13th
installment of the show.
I know what you’re saying,
“‘Survivor’ is still around?”
That was my reaction too.
The 20 newest castaways
w i l l be d iv ided i nto t he
“African-American, AsianA mer ica n, H ispa n ic a nd
W hite” tribes. ( W hat, no
Eu ropea n-A mer ica n a nd
Spanish-American tribes?)
You’d think CBS might
have been tipped off that this
wasn’t such a great idea when
Dave Chappelle and Carlos
Mencia did “racial draft” and
“racial Olympics” sketches
on their comedy shows.
But t h i s s e a s on i s a l l
about promot ing “et hnic
diversity.”
Management Consultant
Yul Kwon (hat-t ip if you
can guess what “tribe” Yul
belongs to) apparently wasn’t
so hot on the idea.
“Yul was concerned this
was a show that would show
stereot ypes and reinforce
them,” said “Survivor” host
Jeff Probst.
Gee, you don’t say Jeff?
I ca n’t say I fau lt h im
for his concern about CBS
addressing the stereot ype
issue. I mean good grief,
they didn’t even try. One
me mb e r of t he “A s i a nAmerican Tribe” Anh-Tuan
Bui, manages a nail salon.
F u n n i e s t i s P r o b s t ’s
defense of the show, due to
criticism.
“ We set out a nd sa id,
‘Let’s t urn t his crit icism
into creativity for the show. I
think it fits in perfectly with
what ‘Survivor’ does — it is a
social experiment. And this is
adding another layer to that
experiment, which is taking
the show to a completely
different level.”
S o i n C B S ’s l it t l e
“experiment” they pit people
against one another based
on race.
I c a n s e e it now ; t he
“Asian-American Tribe” has
just drawn out a complicated
mat hemat ical formula to
build the best raft to escape,
and then the “White Tribe”
comes and steals it. They
force the African-American
tribe to build the raft and
leave everyone behind, except
for the “Hispanic Tribe” who
stowaway.
Think the NAACP will be
boycotting CBS over this? I
think not.
I predict nary a peep from
the “civil rights” crowd on
this one. Playing the “race
card” for cheap thrills and
ratings, who cares?
As usual, when real racism
raises its head, they’re silent.
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To digitally
divide and
conquer

Total
(battery)
recall

Gamer Web site
peaks students’
Internet hits
Justin Fenner
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Courtesy of Amazon.com

Mac laptops such as the PowerBook G4 and various Dell models have been recalled because of systems gone awry.

Powersources found faulty in Apple,
Dell laptops after several reports
of overheating, fires
Jeremy Turnage
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Apple announced
T hu rsday t hei r pla ns to
recall 1.8 million notebooks
that have been outfitted with
Sony notebook batteries that
have been known to overheat
or in some cases catch fi re.
T he l it h iu m-ion cel l s
inside of t he batteries of
t wo specific Apple model
notebooks, the iBook G 4
a nd t he PowerBook G 4,
have been linked to nine
reports of overheating and
two reports of minor burns.
1.1 m i l l ion A pple
notebooks affected by the
r e c a l l we r e s old i n t he
Un it e d S t a t e s b e t w e e n
October 2003 and August
20 06. The addit ional
70 0,0 0 0 notebook s were
sold abroad.
Sony said in a statement
that problems arise with the
battery when microscopic
metal particles in the cells
hit other parts of the cell

and lead to a short circuit.
Accord i ng to Reuters,
S o n y m a k e s a r o u n d 25
percent of notebook
batteries—second to Sanyo
when it comes to t he
manufacturing of notebook
batteries.
Apple’s announcement,
i n cooperat ion w it h t he
Consumer Product Safety
Commission, comes only
10 days after Dell’s historic
record, setting recall of 4.1
million notebook batteries—
a lso made by Sony. The
Dell recall has become the
largest elect ronics recall
in the history of the U.S.
Consumer Product Safety
Commission.
The bundling of these two
recalls is expected to cost
Sony between $172 million
and $278 million.
News of t he recall
quickly hit Sony and Apple
stock s, as Sony stock s
tumbled 2.5 percent after
t he a n nou ncement , a nd
Apple stocks dropped only

slightly.
A nalysts have also
commented that Apple is
not expected to take a severe
hit from these recalls.
Consumers using
t he af fec ted laptops a re
to remove t he bat ter y
immediately and contact
Apple for a replacement.
The AC Power Cord can be
used to power the notebook
on its own. Questions about
the affected batteries can be
answered by calling Apple
at 1- 8 0 0 -my apple or by
logging on to apple.com.
The Apple recall only
af fect s t he I BM-based
PowerPC notebook s a nd
not t he new I ntel-based
notebooks, t he MacBook
and MacBook Pro.
The Dell recall, which was
announced August 14, was
been the source of headaches
for many consumers. The
recall affected 25 different
models of Dell laptops and
e i g ht wor k s t at io n- c l a s s
laptops.

Two major incidents were
cited in the Dell recall, as
a Japa ne se bu si ne s sm a n
watched his laptop go up
in smoke, and a worker in
Illinois watched his ow n
laptop melt.
Major propert y damage
has been linked to the Dell
recall, as a Florida man has
blamed a Dell laptop for the
fire that destroyed his home.
Louis Minnear claimed his
w ife’s laptop was sit t i ng
on a st ac k of paper s on
the family couch when the
couch caught fi re. The fi re
quickly spread and devoured
the home. Investigators have
not reached the conclusion
that the Dell laptop was the
cause of the fi re.
Dell users affected by the
recall can call 1-866-3420011 for a free replacement
battery, or log on to www.
dellbatteryprogram.com for
further details.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecockfeatures@gwm.sc.edu

Ah, the Internet. It seems
like our entire existences
are dependent on our Web
browsers and ISPs, and
between our homepages,
search engines, and
— without question — the
school directory and VIP,
we can get a bunch done
in a short amount of time.
Or not.
The World Wide Web is
devoted to classic Internet
time killers: AIM, Myspace,
and ever yone’s favorite,
Facebook. A simple fiveminute check to see who’s
left the latest comment on
your wall can turn into a
three hour breakup and
reconciliation session. But
that’s another article.
It’s easy to find ways to
kill time on the internet, and
one of the many new sites
quickly gaining popularity
is NationStates.com. Styled
along the lines of the highly
privat ized world in t he
Max Berry novel “Jennifer
Government,” NationStates
allows users to create virtual
countries to rule at their
discretion.
Wa nt u n iver sa l
hea lt hca re? You got it.
Nationally mandated gun
ownership registr y? No
problem. You ca n even
defer membership in the
United Nations and remain
a rogue state, if that’s what
you want to do. You decide
the alliances, when to wage
war, who to sanction, and
who to send to international
conferences on the rules
of t he world. It feels a
little like “Dungeons and
Dragons” at f irst sight,
but it’s a revolut ionar y
concept. Think of it as

your Myspace profile, but
ten times cooler and much
more complicated.
A nd that’s perhaps the
mo s t i nt r ig u i n g t h i n g
about NationStates
– it’s amazingly complex.
Organizing your nation
is very much a ref lection
of your personal political
preference s . O nce you
manage to fi nd a name for
your nation – and all the
cool ones are taken – the
site will ask you a series
of questions to determine
your personal ruling style.
T h is proce s s w i l l help
develop you’re your nation’s
st a nce on c i v i l r ight s ,
t he economy, a nd you r
people’s political freedoms.
Additionally, this mini-quiz
generates you r nat ion’s
d e s c r ip t io n i n m i nut e
detail. From your largest
exports to population, and
even how fertile your land
is, NationStates sets you up
for the ultimate political
experience, something you
just won’t get from any of
your current favorite sites.
A nd if you t hought
t hat your Facebook was
addictive, NationStates is
the electronic equivalent of
crack cocaine. Everytime
you log i n, you’re faced
with issues that directly
affect the course of events
in your country. Decisions
on compulsory voting and
other pressing issues will
ask you to choose between
t he opi n ions of you r
v irt ual family members
or professional civil rights
activists, and it all happens
relatively quickly. Within
seconds of creating your
nation, all of the trials,
tribulations and adventures
of being at the helm of your
own personal utopia are on
the internet, ready for you to
experience. It’s completely
unique, completely free,
and very, very cool. Check
it out now.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecockfeatures@gwm.sc.edu

Rock chicks have tough time finding right place in industry
Gemma Tarlach
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

Remember when Gwen
Stefani was “Just a Girl”?
Oh, the irony.
Fo r m o s t o f t h e 9 0 s ,
Stefani hit the stage with
No Doubt in baggy pants,
mismatched shirts, hair in a
ponytail and fist raised. Sure,
No Doubt was a pop-rock
act, but Stefani was a rock
chick, fearless and feisty as
she sweated on stage beside
the boys, especially when
delivering t he band’s hit
anthem of tomboy rebellion.
“I’m just a girl/That’s all
you’ll let me be. ... Oh, I’ve
had it up to here!” Stefani
sang.
Fast-for ward a decade.
S t e f a n i’s i m a g e h a s
grown increasingly more
glamorous, particularly with
the release of her 2004 solo
debut, “Love. Angel. Music.
Baby.” No longer protesting
being t y pecast as “Just a
Girl,” Stefani launched a
successful, kitschy-femme
fashion line and surrounded

herself with an ultra-girly
gaggle of “Harajuku Girls,”
styled after the Japanese pop
micro-culture.
In her live show, Stefani is
surrounded by glitzy props
and back-up dancers. She has
several costume changes.
And not one of the outfits,
according to reviews from
earlier in the tour, involves
baggy pants or a devil-maycare ponytail.
Is Gwen just letting her
girly-f lag f ly? Or has she
decided to conform to one
of the most prevalent beliefs
of major record labels you
have to act like “just a girl”
to sell albums and concert
tickets.
“It’s amazing to me that
this fight is still going on,”
said Carla DiSantis, editor
and founder of the magazine
ROCKRGRL.
“My coming of age was in
the early 80s, when we had
the Go-Gos, The Bangles,
The Motels, The Pretenders,
Blondie, Heart. Now I see a
lot of (women) singers, and
that’s fine, but I really lament

the lack of women players,”
DiSantis said.
Ro c k c h ic k s , whet her
playing their own
i n s t r u me nt s or le a d i n g
a ba nd w it h t he sa me
commanding presence as,
say, Deborah Harry, are an
endangered species in music
today.
Commercially successful
women tend to be dropdead gorgeous R&B singers
such as Beyonce or highlypackaged, formulaic pop
pedd ler s such as A sh lee
Simpson.
Countr y fans may hold
up Gretchen Wilson as an
example of a rock chick at
heart. But consider t his:
Wilson’s sophomore album,
“A ll Jacked Up,” released
to con sider able bu zz i n
September, has already fallen
behind the debut from The
Pussycat Dolls, which came
out earlier that month.
Yes, a bunch of scantily
clad, openly lip-synching
bu rle s q ue d a nc e r s h ave
greater staying power than
a rootin’ tootin’ “Redneck

Woman” in today’s music
climate. Recent albums from
Sheryl Crow and Fiona Apple
have done similar slides on
the charts.
Ten years ago, the musical
climate was different. Artists
s uc h A la n is Mor is set te,
Sarah McLachlan and others
enjoyed the spotlight and
platinum sales.
Whether rolling out hit
after hit from a single album,
as Morissette did with the
la ndmark “Jagged Lit t le
Pill,” or filling amphitheaters
during the Lilith Fair tour,
women proved they were as
talented and as marketable
as the guys.
So what happened?
Two trends are coinciding:
the natural cycles of pop
music a nd consol idat ion
within the music industry.
Generally speaking, pop
music reinvents itself every
half-decade or so. For male
musicians, for example, the
glitz and hedonism of late
80s hair metal gave way to
ROCK ● 15
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Female inspired music publications such as ROCKRGRL
magazine aid in the resurgence of women in rock.
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Students too lazy to sacrifice
controllers for helmets, mitts
Virtual reality more
feasible than real thing
when it comes to sports

Courtesy of Bellomonatana.com

Despite recent studies attempting to prove otherwise, the positive health effects
associated with coffee have yet to be found entirely true.

Benefits of consuming coffee
appear to be dripping away
Marie McCullogh
The Philadelphia Inquirer

PHILADELPHIA — Over
the centuries, coffee has
been cursed for mak ing
s old ier s u ndep end able ,
women infertile, peasants
rebellious and worse.
Coffee has always been
more t h a n a b e ver a g e ,
and its health effects have
always been controversial.
After all, coffee is chockf u l l of t he d r u g 1,3,7trimethylxanthine better
k now n as caf feine (even
decaf has caffeine) plus a
wholelatte other chemicals
and additives.
Recent ly, t he buzz on
brew has been good. Glug
e nou g h of it , r e s e a r c h
suggests, and you’ll lower

your risk of diabetes, liver
c i r r h o s i s , P a r k i n s o n’s
d i sea se , g a l l stone s a nd
suicide. You’ll also sprint
better.
But not long ago, it was
c o n ne c t e d i nc or r e c t l y,
e x p e r t s n o w s a y, t o
pancreat ic cancer, heart
at t a c k s , b i r t h d e f e c t s ,
miscarriage, osteoporosis
and other ill effects.
The surprising thing is
that even after a thousand
years, this ubiquitous liquid
remains quite mysterious.
Seven out of 10 studies that
followed huge groups of
people for many years have
linked coffee to a reduced
risk of type 2 diabetes. Last
month in the Archives of
I nt e r n a l M e d i c i n e , a n
11-year st udy of 28,0 0 0

post menopausa l women
in Iowa found that coffee
drinkers had less t y pe 2
diabetes than nondrinkers.
This doesn’t prove perk is
protective.
It ’s u n c le a r w h at
i n g r e d i e nt i s at w o r k ,
since decaf appears more
protective than caffeinated
coffee in some studies, but
not others.
Population studies from
the United States, Japan,
Europe and Norway suggest
coffee protects t he liver
from the effects of alcohol.
A nd wh i le it is not
tech n ically addict ive,
caf fei ne i ncreases t he
production of dopamine, a
brain chemical crucial to
pleasure and motivation.
Hazelnut, anyone?

T he se day s , t he t r u ly
suitable sporting activities
t hat ca n be
fou nd among
the discerning
USC st udent
population do
not involve
footballs,
basketballs,
r ac k e t b a l l s , AARON
s o c c e r b a l l s BRAZIER
or even a pair Fifth-year
of sw im m ing philosophy
student
goggles.
Nope, t he
vast majority has emigrated
from reality to the videogaming world, where dreams
of being a quarterback or
a PGA tour golfer become
not just a possibility, but an
expectation.
The changing culture on
campuses and in the daily
lives of many hundreds of
thousands of students means
bigger intakes with fewer
facilities.
Even buildings like the
Strom could not possibly
hope to involve anything
more than a small percentage
of students – perhaps around
1 percent to 2 percent if
e v e r y o ne h a d d i f f e r e nt
ROCK ● Continued from 14
the gloomier, less extroverted
era of grunge which, in turn,
was eclipsed by the assault of
rap-metal as the 90s closed.
In similar fashion, uberrock ch ick s such as The
Pretenders’ Chrissie Hynde

plans.
And the Strom is one of
the biggest college gyms in
the USA.
Instead, the initial outlay
for a new sports game is
around $50, and much less
for older versions.
The nature of the videogaming industry is to ensure
that every year a new version
of an old favorite is published.
Tiger Woods PGA Tour,
N C A A Fo o t b a l l , M V P
Baseball, the unstoppable
M a d d e n s e r ie s a nd t he
round-t he-world popular
FIFA series of soccer games
are all obvious examples, let
alone many other franchises
like the Winning Eleven,
ESPN Football and MLB
baseball.
Dozens of games every
year drives down prices of
older versions, mea n i ng
games just two years old can
be bought for a pittance.
Being able to play in any
college stadium in America,
in dozens of soccer stadiums
or even dozens of worldclass golf courses around the
world for a few bucks is one
incredible draw.
So t he average st udent
– one with maybe a sporting
background but no serious
intent – has t wo options.
Fight their way down to a
sports specific area in the
hope that something is open,

or sit comfortably in your
room and simulate how good
you can get at things.
Let’s face it, few students
have t he t ime, money or
inclination to f ind a golf
course when you can do it
for quicker, cheaper and with
comfort.
Those who love sports can
and still will play, and rightly
so.
Hav ing one or t wo
sport ing “hobbies” is
something that can keep you
in shape, get you out of a
dorm or apartment and give
some order to life.
There are few things like
playing a contact sport to
relieve stress. However, it
seems that fewer and fewer
people are inclined to try
new sports out when easier
options are available.
Campus welfare, amongst
other divisions, need to jack
up the sporting potential
of campus to compete with
video games. Nothing stings
Frisbee fans, football crazies
or soccer nuts more than
seeing glorious, wide green
f ields empt y and useless.
Basketball players need more
courts.
S omeb o d y b et ter s or t
the problems out with our
facilities, or we can expect
to lose more and more to the
glowing lights or video-game
stardom.

and girl groups of the 80s
w a ne d i n p opu l a r it y a s
the strong female singersongwriter the prototypical
L i l it h Fa i r a c t r o s e t o
prom i nence , on ly to b e
overtaken by the fluffy teen
tart craze starting in the late
90s.

T he b e s t ye a r s s a le s wise in the history of the
music industry happened to
coincide with the peak years
of the teen craze, largely
because t he music was
embraced by the relatively
aff luent, demographically
huge Generation Y.
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COLLEGE RULE #2 Protect your computer.

COLLEGE RULE #3 Power Management.

Get your Targus® Defcon Cable
Lock for Notebook Computers

Save on the Targus® USB 2.0 Ultra
Mini 4-Port Hub

Now Only $19.99

Now Only $19.99

(original price: $30.99)

(original price: $24.99)

Present this original coupon to cashier in-store at time of purchase. For phone or fax orders, use the 8-digit coupon code listed below. To
redeem online, visit www.officedepot.com/offers/esave.do and enter the 8-digit coupon code; select the qualifying item and savings will
appear at checkout. Not valid for purchases by contract customers with Store Purchasing or Procurement Cards or purchases from
www.techdepot.com. Coupon is good for one-time use only, is not transferable and not for resale. No cash value. Quantities limited. We reserve
the right to limit quantities sold to each customer/business.
Coupon expires 09/30/06. Coupon Code 38012693 SKU 196957

Present this original coupon to cashier in-store at time of purchase. For phone or fax orders, use the 8-digit coupon code listed below. To
redeem online, visit www.officedepot.com/offers/esave.do and enter the 8-digit coupon code; select the qualifying item and savings will
appear at checkout. Not valid for purchases by contract customers with Store Purchasing or Procurement Cards or purchases from
www.techdepot.com. Coupon is good for one-time use only, is not transferable and not for resale. No cash value. Quantities limited. We reserve
the right to limit quantities sold to each customer/business.
Coupon expires 09/30/06. Coupon Code 12520381 SKU 589080

COLLEGE RULE #4 Free your mouse from it’s tail.

COLLEGE RULE #5 Get paid to go wireless.

Score your Microsoft Wireless
Notebook Laser Mouse 6000

Go wireless with any Netgear wireless
router and score a

Now Only $29.95

FREE $20 Office Depot
Gift Card.

®

(original price: $49.95)
Present this original coupon to cashier in-store at time of purchase. For phone or fax orders, use the 8-digit coupon code listed below. To
redeem online, visit www.officedepot.com/offers/esave.do and enter the 8-digit coupon code; select the qualifying item and savings will
appear at checkout. Not valid for purchases by contract customers with Store Purchasing or Procurement Cards or purchases from
www.techdepot.com. Coupon is good for one-time use only, is not transferable and not for resale. No cash value. Quantities limited. We reserve
the right to limit quantities sold to each customer/business.
Coupon expires 09/30/06. Coupon Code 86633457 SKU 939288

®

Gift Card good towards next purchase.

Valid in-store only. Must present this original coupon to cashier at time of purchase. Not valid for purchases by contract customers with Store
Purchasing or Procurement Cards. Coupon is good for one time use only, is not transferable and not for resale. Quantities limited. We
reserve the right to limit quantities sold to each customer/business. No cash value.
Coupon expires 9/30/06 Coupon Code 66479975

©2006 Office Depot, Inc. All rights reserved. Office Depot is a trademark owned by The Office Club, Inc.
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Quigmans ◆ By Buddy Hickerson

Crossword Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

8/25/06

Brought to you by:

Ad space available
for rates call 777-5064
ACROSS
1 “Klute” star
6 Gear teeth
10 Caroline Islands
group
14 Expend
15 Babe’s word?
16 Poet Dove
17 Show with
projected
figures
19 Ice cream
ingredient
20 Sniggler’s prey
21 Lighthearted
22 __ of hand
24 Lent follower
26 Strong will?
27 Fable writer
29 Small lynx
33 Jai __
36 Organic radical,
in chemistry
38 Disney pooch
39 Title for this
puzzle?
42 Coral colonies
43 Cola
44 Madcap
45 Preoccupy
47 Simple weapon
49 Actress Anouk
51 Hit the big time
55 Amino acid
chain
58 Acrimony
59 Comment from
the fold
60 Swearword
61 Hurdling, e.g.
64 Quote as an
example
65 Flexible conduit
66 Serenity
67 Redolence
68 Miffed state
69 Saudi Arabia
neighbor
DOWN
1 Friction match
2 Tessie or Milo
3 Schon and Hefti

Sudoku

4 Flop
5 Orbital high
point
6 Knockoff
7 Texas tea
8 Grind, as teeth
9 Early space
station
10 Pioneer
11 Actress Diana
12 Beehive State
13 Mini race car
18 Poland’s capital
23 Skip church, in
a way
25 Bird’s caboose?
26 Sneak-a-peek
opening
28 Food scraps
30 Plymouth
muscle car,
casually
31 Egyptian god
32 Thatcher or
Heath, e.g.
33 Hairdo combed
with a pick
34 Leopold’s codefendant

Solutions from Thursday’s Crossword

A College Girl Named Joe ◆ By Aaron Warner

35
37
40
41
46
48
50
52
53

Frothy quaffs
Spartan queen
Actor Davis
Gray novel
Maggie and
Keely
Annoyingly
unpleasant
Lay/Skilling co.
Construction
piece
Actress Vivian

By Michael Mepham

54 Corroded
55 “Crazy Love”
group
56 What “kills
bugs dead”
57 Italian eight
58 “Law and
Order” actor/
rapper
62 Pilot’s gauge:
abbr.
63 Peace sign

08/25/06

Brought to you by:

Ad space available
for rates call 777-5064
Level 1 2 3 4
How to Play
Complete the grid so each
row, column AND 3-by-3 box
(in bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9. Check
online at dailygamcock.com
for previous puzzles

the scene
Today
TEN MISSING DAYS, THE DECADE, SIX FEET FROM FAILURE, A FAREWELL TO ARMS:
New Brookland Tavern, 122
State St. 5 p.m. doors. $5
over 21 / $7 under 21.

Solutions from Thursday’s Sudoku

THE DOWNSIDE, NOXIOUS,
OLD STATE: New Brookland
Tavern 9 p.m. doors. $5 over
21 / $7 under 21.

HOROSCOPES
criticism you don’t want
to hear. Listen anyway,
and increase your profits.
VIRGO You’re eager to get
started, but it’s not quite
time yet. Continue with
your preparations. Especially
note the things you’re most
worried about. Describing
them
carefully
helps.
LIBRA Be very careful. You’ve
got a lot on your plate already;
don’t take any more. The
road ahead is rocky, and you
could spill the entire mess.
SCORPIO You’ll have another
opportunity to spend too
much, and soon. Once you
get past this, you’ll find
more ways to make money
come in, so it all works out.

The Decade

THE DUBBER, DJ ESKIMO,
KINDABLU, ZACH FOWLER:
the (art) garage, 728 S.
Edisto Ave. $5 at the door.
All ages.

© 2006 Michael Mepham. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

ARIES Travel is not a
good idea now. Too many
complications.
Do
the
job in front of you first,
and be careful about it.
TAURUS This is not a good
day to pay bills, or review
your expenses. Put all that
on hold for a while. Go
out and have fun, instead.
GEMINI Just when you’re
at the end of your wits, a
hero comes to your rescue.
Don’t worry about a
thing; you’re almost there.
CANCER The more research
you do, the easier it will
get. There’s a conflict
now, regarding time, but
that won’t go on forever.
LEO A loved one offers

USC

SAGITTARIUS
Eeek!
A
confrontation has been
following you for days. You
can’t avoid it, so turn and
face it, and ask it for a gift.
CAPRICORN Make plans,
gather data, but don’t make
your big move yet. There’ll be
a much better opportunity in
the first week of September.
AQUARIUS Don’t discuss
money with friends who
are scraping to get by.
Talk to a person who’s
got too much, and ask
how it was accomplished.
You can do it, too.
PISCES Avoid arguments,
if you can. People are a
little testy, and they’re not
much into compromise.

DELIRIUM TRIBAL BELLYDANCE COMPANY, 9 P.M.
IPOP! WITH WUSC DJ PETER
ADOLPHSON, Art Bar, 1211
Park St. 11 p.m. to 2 a.m.
STANDING STILL, NATE
DAVIS, ANDY ZIPF: Jammin’
Java, 1530 Main St.
9 p.m. Pay What You Want
show.

Saturday
QUICKFUSE (DVD RELEASE),
FROM GRAVES OF VALOR,
MOMENT OF TRUTH, DIEMONA: New Brookland Tavern
9 p.m. doors. $5 over 21 / $7
under 21.
NORTH ELEMENTARY, PLEASANT, THE HEIST & THE ACCOMPLICE: the (art) garage
$5 at the door. All ages.

WUSC BACK TO SCHOOL
SHOW: The Queen is Dead
(The Smiths Tribute), So
Hush Hush (Pixies Tribute), and The Gods of Mars
(Mudhoney Tribute). Art
Bar, $3 cover.
NATTY BOH, DAVE LOTI,

CHRIS KEEGAN: Jammin’
Java, 1530 Main St. 8 p.m.
Pay What You Want show.

Sunday

MORELLO, THE SHINE: New
Brookland Tavern, 122 State
St. 7 p.m. doors. $5 over 21
/ $8 under 21. All ages.
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Candidates
for Heisman
too obvious
Major individual award
already decided before
players take the field
Unfor t u nately for
college football fans, the
candidates for
t he Heisma n
Tr o p h y a r e
finalized well
before the
season actually
starts. A dark
hor s e pl ayer
Jake
coming out of
Broom
nowhere a nd
Fourth-year
political science w i n n i n g t he
student
trophy is rare,
a nd mo s t of
the time the list of possible
winners is narrowed down
before a nybody ac t ua l ly
plays a down. This year is
no different.
Most people have Notre
Dame quarterback Brady
Quinn at the top of their
list. He will rack up stats
against defenses like Army,
Navy, Air Force, Stanford,
and Nort h Carolina; but
N o t r e D a m e ’s o f f e n s e
could struggle against the
good teams they play this
year (Georgia Tech, Penn
State, Michigan, Michigan
State, and Southern Cal).
Also, a Heisman win would
cement Brady as the most
famous Quinn in America,
s u r p a s s i n g D r. Q u i n n ,
Medicine Woman. I’m not
sure if we’re ready for that.
Oklahoma running
back Adrian Peterson has
all of the tools: he is big,
ridiculously strong, and fast.
The only problem is that
his start ing quarterback,
Rhett Bomar, got suspended
for the year because he was
gett ing paid for work ing
at a car dealership when he
wasn’t actually doing any
work. If getting paid for a
job when you’re doing no
work is an NCAA violation,
somebody needs to suspend
Lou Holtz for his last three
years coaching here.
With no passing offense,
Peter son is goi ng to be
facing defenses that have
not h i ng to wor r y about
except him. He is Batman
with no Robin, Bush with
no Cheney, or Ricky Bobby
with no Cal Naughton, Jr.
And to top it off, he suffers
BROOM ● 18

ten
1

How will the USC
secondary react
to the losses of
Ko Simpson and
Johnathan Joseph?

A side f rom Fred Ben net t ,
the secondary will be made up
of young and unproven talent.
The three game suspension of
Brandon Isaac means the unit
cou ld see one or more t r ue
freshmen starters.

7

2

Will Sidney Rice go
into a sophomore
slump?

The progression of other
receiv i ng t h reat s shou ld
allow Rice to have another
solid season. However, don’t
expect his numbers to be as
gaudy as last fall. Rice should
tally another 1,000 yards but
his touchdown totals could
slip off.

Will true freshmen
make an impact
this year?

The biggest area they could
s e e t i me i n c ome s on t he
defensive side. Emanuel Cook,
Rodney Pau lk a nd Captain
Mu n nerly n are all bat t ling
for the chance to start with
Jared Cook becoming a strong
possibility on the offensive side.

8

for USC football in 2006

Has Syvelle Newton
recovered from a
torn Achilles’ tendon?

Ever yone on the Gamecock
roster says Newton has recovered
and physically he is. Though it
will never be as strong as before,
Newton’s biggest obstacle might
speed over agility.

9

6

3

Who will step up as
Rice’s complementing
threat?

A plethora of names are
one the depth chart including
K e n n y M c K i n l e y, O J
Murdock, Jared Cook and
Sy velle Newton. Each will
provide a threat at different
levels with McKinley holding
down the No. 2 spot.

Will there be
a quarterback
controversy this
season?

4

Who will lock up the
starting job at running
back — Mike Davis
or Cory Boyd?

Davis will be the starting running
back. Period. But, Boyd will be a
welcome change of pace. His quick
feet and ability to catch the ball
out of the backfield will keep him
rotating on and off the field.

5

Will a patchwork
offensive line hold
together?

With defensive lines being
the strength of the league this
fall, it could be a rough season
for quarterbacks. Though
they will be better than last
year, it could take a while for
the unit to gel.

Barring injury or unforeseen
ineffectiveness, Blake Mitchell
will be the starter for the year.
But, backups Chris Smelley and
possibly Cade Thompson could
see playing time in preparation
for the future.

Can Steve
Spurrier and
the Gamecocks
contend for the
SEC East?

What will become of
Stanley Doughty?

Even t hough he has lost a
lot of weight, Doughty still has
work to do to get back in the
good graces of the coaching
staff. Though he could be a solid
lineman, Doughty needs to play
with a more team-based attitude
to get back on the field.

With a favorable schedule, an SEC East where all
the contenders have questions, and a strong returning
group, Spurrier and the Gamecocks have a chance to
be in contention for the title. A few favorable bounces
could put USC in the hunt for a trip to Atlanta.

Volleyball enters tourney
Somera starts second season as head coach, prepares team for showdown against Boise State
Matt Moore
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Juan Blas / THE GAMECOCK

Petra Lorenzi and the Gamecock volleyball squad open
play in a tournament in Fort Worth, Texas, this weekend.

Nothing can make a team
more prepared than having
a chance to prove itself. For
t he Gamecock volleyball
team, the chance has fi nally
arrived and they are ready to
seize it.
“I’m glad to report that
we’re a little further along
than we were one year ago,
and we’re definitely much
improved i n a l l of t he
fundamentals of the game,”
head coach Nancy Somera
said at Tuesday’s Fall Sports
Luncheon. “As a result, we
are just playing the game of
volleyball better.”
A fter months of spring
ex h ibit ions a nd su m mer
workout s, USC is set to

s t a r t it s s e c o nd s e a s o n
under Somera on Friday in a
tournament hosted by Texas
Christian University in Fort
Worth.
“ We ’ v e b e e n a b l e t o
determine where we are at
this point as a team as much
as we can with only South
C a rol i n a pl ayer s ac ro s s
the net from one another,”
Somera said. “We don’t
know a whole lot about the
teams in the tournament.
Yo u g o i n t o t h a t f i r s t
weekend thinking you need
to take care of what we’re
doing on our side of the net,
and we’ll see everybody else
while we’re there.”
The only team in the field
that Carolina has ever faced
will be their fi rst opponent,
Boise State. The Gamecocks

defeated the Broncos 3-2 in
an early season tournament
in 1996. As far as the rest
of t he f ield goes, TCU,
Loyola ( Md.) a nd Tex as
A&M-Corpus Cristi, the
Gamecocks will have to rely
on an experienced core to
lead a fresh batch of new
talent.
“ R i g ht no w, we c a n’t
really tell how we’re going
to react under pressure, so
it is a good opportunity to
see the team in a competitive
s i t u a t i o n ,” s a i d s e n i o r
defensive specialist Alexcis
Thomson. “As seniors on
the team we have to provide
a n e nv i r o n me nt t h at i s
comfortable for everybody
on the team.”
Comfortable or not, the
new incomers will be tested

early. With four games in
two days, Somera expects to
get quality playing time out
of her freshmen. Especially
out side h it ter Mered it h
Moorhead, who is coming
off of a stress fracture in her
foot.
Mo orhead sat out t he
fi rst week of the preseason,
but she is back at practice
w it h t he tea m. Somera
sees Moorhead adding good
depth to the already talented
outside hitting line of seniors
Shonda Cole a nd Ly nae
Vanden Hull.
Vanden Hull said she is
ready to fi nally get back on
the court after tearing her
ACL against Clemson last
September.
TOURNEY ● 18
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Soccer teams face
tough foes early on
Men’s, women’s teams kick oﬀ season against highly touted opponents
Brian Saal

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The road to a not her
post season ber t h beg i ns
Fr iday n ight for t he
Gamecocks when 6t h
ranked Clemson comes into
town. The Tigers also have
postseason on their minds
af ter reach i ng t he Fi na l
Four last season with a 156-3 record. Clemson will be
playing Friday night with
seven starters and 13 players
returning. Both teams have
to prove themselves early

before they begin to think
about the future.
T he 16 t h-r a n k e d
Gamecocks will be
welcom i ng back eight
starters from last season’s
Conference USA champion
squad. Among the players
returning for Head Coach
Mark Berson is last year’s
points leader, fourth year
for ward /midf ielder M ike
S a m b u r s k y. T h e 5 ’ 1 0
Texa n ea r ned f i rst-tea m
a l l- c o n f e r e n c e a nd a l lSouth Region honors when
he led t he Gamecocks in

Juan Blas / THE GAMECOCK

Mike Sambursky, left, and the Gamecocks open their
season against arch-rival Clemson today in Columbia.

BROOM ● Continued from 17
h igh a n k le sprains more
of ten t h a n mo st people
f rom Ok l a hom a c h a nge
under wear. Not the ideal
sit uat ion for a Heismanwinning running back.
Ohio State quarterback
Tr o y S m i t h i s a g r e a t
p l a y e r o n a p ot e nt i a l l y
great team, but being the
best running quarterback a
year after Vince Young set
the standard on which all
running quarterbacks will
be judged on for the rest
of eternity is not easy. No
matter what Smith does this
year, it will look like a bad
Young imitation. It’s like
Ashlee Simpson being hired
to play Daisy Duke in “The
Dukes of Hazzard 2.” Even
if she was in the best shape
of her life, she is defi nitely
no Jessica.
It feels l ike Florida
quarterback Chris Leak has
been a Heisman favorite
for the past 14 years. Based
on Leak’s throwing ability,
he deser ves to be in t he
H e i s m a n c o n v e r s at i o n ,
but based on resu lt s, he
doesn’t. Watching Chris
Leak r un Urban Meyer’s
TOURNEY ● Continued from 17
“I’m really more excited
to play than nervous,” she
said on Tuesday. “I really
just want to get out there.
I’ve overcome the worrying
about if it is going to happen
again.”
Success in t his f irst
tournament is important, but
wins early don’t always mean
wins later. USC won its first
tournament last season but
followed the performance
w it h a 5-11 c o n f er e nc e
record.
W i ns, t hough, w il l be

spread option offense is like
watching Heidi Klum model
a full-body cast. It just isn’t
what he was born to do. I
just get the feeling that he
is a few quarterback draws
away from having his torso
violently separated from the
rest of his body.
The good news for West
Virginia is that quarterback
Pat W h ite a nd r u n n i ng
back Steve Slaton are both
on a lot of Heisman lists.
T he bad news: Rut ger s,
Cincinnati, Connecticut,
East Carolina, Marshall,
Eastern Washington, the
Derek Zoolander Center For
Children Who Can’t Read
Good And Wanna Learn To
Do Other Stuff Good Too.
Only one of t hose teams
is not ac t u a l ly on We st
Virginia’s schedule.
A West Virginia player
winning the Heisman after
playing a schedule like theirs
would be like Randy Johnson
winning the Cy Young after
pitch i ng 12 st ra ight nohitters for my intramural
softball team.
One of these people will
probably win the Heisman;
I just wish I didn’t already
know that.
welcomed by Somera.
“Our goal isn’t to go 4-0,
it certainly would be nice,”
she said. “I wouldn’t be very
happy if we came back below
3-1.”
The Boise State match
starts today at 3:30 p.m.
followed by the TCU match
at 8:30 p.m. Carolina will
t he n f ac e L oyol a ( Md .)
Saturday at 10:30 a.m. and
Texas A&M-Corpus Cristi
at 6 p.m.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu

scoring with 24 points on
eight goals and eight assists.
Second yea r goa l keep er
Mike Gustavson will also
be returning back to block
opp onent s’ s hot s , a s he
spent his summer playing
for the US National under
20 team where he led the
red, white, and blue to the
fi nals of the Milk Cup.
Clemson enters Friday’s
contest sl ight ly more
experienced. Last week the
Tigers played t wo games
in t he A k ron Ex h ibit ion
Tournament, where t hey
defeated 17t h-ranked St.
John’s 1-0 and dueled to a
2-2 tie against Creighton.
Much like the men’s squad,
t he G a me c o c k wome n’s
soccer team will be playing
qualit y teams to start the
season. The women’s squad
travels to Columbia, Mo.
t h is weekend to bat t le
some tough Big Ten teams
in the Tiger Invitational.
Ca rol i na w i l l spend t he
tournament playing Illinois
on Fr iday n ight a nd t he
Iowa Hawkeyes on Sunday
afternoon.
The Gamecocks defense
will be needed on Friday.
The Illini won each of their
exhibition games by a 9-1
margin. The 15th-ranked
school boasts a high scoring
offense that scored 34 goals
la st yea r. T hei r lead i ng
scorer was senior Jessica
Bayne with eight goals.
The Hawkeyes have
a ver y yout hf u l squad.
Thirteen of the 24 players
on t he roster a re eit her
f reshmen or sophomores

Juan Blas / THE GAMECOCK

Darcel Mollen plays the ball in a game last fall. USC opens its season with a tournament
in Missouri this weekend. The Gamecocks will play Iowa in their first game.
and 10 more are juniors.
Their fi rst-year head coach
Ron Rainey inherits a team
that fi nished with a 3-12-4
record overall.
The men’s soccer game
s t a r t s at 7 p . m . Fr id a y
a nd w ill be played at
Stone Stadium, across the
street from Bates and the
Fieldhouse. Show up early

and you will receive a free
“Beat Clemson” t-shirt and
a Gamecock memory band.
If you are one of the first
300 fans to arrive, you will
receive a Sout h Carolina
soccer mag net. Trade in
you r old useless key s to
receive a free Marble Slab
Creamery coupon. The men
will travel to Wofford for a

Monday match up against
the Terriers.
The women play Illinois
Friday at 6 p.m. and Iowa
at noon on Sunday. They
will then return home to
play Francis Marion next
Thursday.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gcksprts@gwm.sc.edu

Phil Sandlin, Jerry Laizure/ The Associated Press

Florida quarterback Chris Leak, left, and Oklahoma running back Adrian Peterson are front-runners for this year’s
Heisman Trophy. Both players will need to overcome signifcant hurdles to remain in contention for the award.

It’s coming...
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To place a line classified ad:

Line classified ad rates:

Additional info:

Phone: 803-777-3888 • Fax: 803-777-6482
E-mail: sholmes@gwm.sc.edu
Office hours: M-F 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Russell House, Rm. 343
www.sa.sc.edu/studentmedia

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

Additional options:

DEADLINE:

Box around ad: $1.25

Noon, 1 business day prior to publication

Logo insertion available for an additional cost.

Visa, MasterCard and Discover are accepted

Announcements

Help Wanted

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
SCHOLARS/PROFESSORS
WELCOME BANQUET sponsored by
IFM Friday, Sept 1st, 6:30PM,
Family Life Center, First Presbyterian
Church, Washington & Bull St.
Good food, entertainment. Meet people
from many countries. FREE 799-3452 or
www.ifmusa.org for info/directions.

PHONE SURVEYORS NEEDED

Help Wanted
Child Care

Help Wanted
Runners

Family looking for loving and caring person for childcare for 3 & 10 y.o.
Wednesday 6-9pm, Weekend sitter Sat
9am--Sun 9pm. Call 788-2751.

Courier/Mail/File Clerk(s) needed for
law firm for immediate start. Must have
some experience. Should be able to
work a minimum of 15-25/hrs. M-F. Must
be able to work as early as 9:00 am and
must own reliable transportation. Call
790-2626 to set up interview. Ask for
Deanna.

Apartments
Apt. & Rooms For Rent - Greene St near
USC. RajAluri@ifmusa.org or 318-0800.
1BR apt. in the country, about 10 miles
from USC. Between Cayce & Gaston.
$350/Mo. w/deposit. 803-939-4629
after 5pm.
320 Picadilly St. Huge 1BR 1BA, office
laundry. $495. 996-1009
DOWNTOWN/SHANDON
619 King St. #807 The Hermitage
2BR 1.5BA secure building w/elevators.
8th fl balcony w/marvelous sunset view
of the sate capitol and dwntwn Cola,
convenient to USC and 5PTS, newly refurbished new appliances in kitchen.
Available immediately, inclds dedicated
pkg space. $800/mo Ref & credit check
req. Contact Chip Browne SC Realty
@ 731-0654 or 730-6721.
Downtown Garage Apartment
1BR 1BA full kitchen w/den &
screened-in porch, w/d incld. Very pvt &
safe neigh. No pets. $500/mo+dep.
206-3987

Roommates
Rmmte needed immediately. LG BR
available in 3BR apt. Pool close to
dwntn, lots of closet space, internet
$310/mo + 1/3 cable bill + $100/dep.
Call 665-1892 for info.

Housing-Rent
3BR 2BA house 5 min to USC. Cayce
Internet conn. all rooms. $950. Avail
August 20th. 736-0415. Ask for John
W. COLA - 2BR 2BA fully furn w/d $650
w/o lights $750 w/lights (nego).
467-6617
3BR 2BA Home in W. Columbia. Convient to downtown and airport. $850/Mo.
+ deposit. Call 513-4413.
2BR 1BA Townshouse - completely remodeled $550. Call 233-1663
Room for Rent - 10 min from USC &
Tech. $400/mo util incld. Call 463-4473.
3BR 1BA Rosewood $900
2BR 1BA Condo $530 w/pool Lake Katherine area
Rooms to Rent - Need your Own
space? BR shared BA & kit. $330 util
incld. Walk to USC. Call 463-5129
Room/Office for Rent - 3624 Rosewood Dr. $270-$300. 466-2876

Excellent Student job
Evening hours/Great Pay!
Apply in person 1076 Sunset Blvd.
For directions only call 791-8644.
Columbia YMCA PT Sports Assistant
15-20/hrs/wk $7-9/hr. Exp pref. For more
info send resume to Uptown YMCA.
Attn David Snoodgrass 1420 Sumter
St. Columbia, SC 29201 or email
davidsnodgrass@columbiaymca.org
PT Occasional Work - Seeking capable, clean-cut resp. motivated individual
who enjoys working with the public to
work occasional hours in an outdoor
fresh fruit beverage stand. Email inquiry
to Daisymsbeverages@earthlink.net
NOW HIRING!!
PT PRO SHOP ASSISTANT
Looking for a very personable and energetic person with some customer service
experience.
Position
requires
10-15/hrs/wk and very few weekends.
Having any tennis history is not a prerequisite but certainly is a bonus. Apply
in person. 951-8851 ask for Deidre.
PT POSITION: SMALL PRINT SHOP
Duties include graphic design and layout, clerical support, customer, service,
operating copiers and folding machines.
Knowledge of Quark, Photoshop and Illustrator a plus. Email resume and salary
expectations
to;
HRNATHA@aol.com
COLUMBIA YMCA
PT lifeguards & afterschool counselors
needed. For more info, call the Northwest Y at 407-0179 ext 22 or Lexington
Y at 359-33376 ext 14.
Todd & Moore Inc. and New BalanceColumbia are looking for FT & PT Sales
Associates. You must be energetic, enthusiastic, sports minded, and dependable. We offer a competitive benefits
package, outstanding employee discount
policy and all the training you will need
to be successful with us. Applications
taken M-Sat at 620 Huger St ( 2 blks
below the Colonial center) Phone
765-0150 or 225 Oneil Court, phone
788-9000 or you may fax resume to
252-7049.
Nationally Syndicated Media Group has
internships available. Gain experience in
TV, Radio and Newspaper. Become a
producer, on-air personality, or columnist. Interview Today - call 255-0031
ask for Mike.
Students looking for PT work, flexible
hours, evening. No selling. Knowledge of
computers a plus. Pleasant working conditions. Call Will or David at 799-5740.
Front Desk position open for fitness
gym. 5 min. from USC, no weekends.
Contact Matt @ 799-9455.

Rentals Available, Close to Campus
Emmerski Enterpriss, LLC
Call 252-2996 or 446-7177
ROOM FOR RENT - 1904 Koulter Dr.
$450/mo., neg. Looking for a resp f/std.
3BR home pvt BA. internet, open kit, DR
LV & den, very cozy. Background check
req. Call Sylvia @ 240-0577.
OLYMPIA AREA2BR 1.5BA Duplex 2BR 2BA House
3BR 2BA House Call Jeff 238-9185.

For Sale
THE BIGGEST POSTER SALE:
Biggest and Best Selection
Choose from over 2000 different
images.
FINE ART, MUSIC, MOVIES,
MODELS HUMOR, ANIMALS,
PERSONALITIES,
LANDSCAPES, MOTIVATIONAL,
PHOTOGRAPHY MOST IMAGES
ONLY $6, $7 AND $8
SEE US AT THE
Russell House University Union
2nd Floor Lobby on Monday,
Aug. 21st -Friday Aug. 25th, 2006
THE HOURS ARE 9AM-5PM
THIS SALE IS SPONSORED BY
Russell House University Union.
BEDS PILLOWTOP MATTRESS SETS
New in plastic. KING $350
QUEEN $250. Will Deliver 447-3037
GET CHEAP TEXTBOOKS!
Search 24 bookstores in 1 click!
Shipping & taxes calculated. Try it now!
Go to http://www.bookhq.com

Parking
AVAILABLE NEAR THE BA BUILDING
$40/MO. CALL 413-3437
PARKING SPACES: Near South Tower
@ Pickens & Blossom. $220/semester.
Call 799-3452

Help Wanted
Student to do yard work.
Shandon area. $7/hr. 799-3346

BARTEND up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov d 800-965-6520 X 253.
Cleaner/housekeeper
Family home in Forest Acres looking for
hardworking dependable student to
clean and tidy home up to a couple of ho
urs a day, 5/days/wk. Flexible hours,
good pay. Call 782-1827 after 4 for info
Broadcasting company expanding.
Looking for sales people and appointment setters. We can work around your
schedule. Great Pay. Call 255-0031 ask
for Beverly.
PT PACKAGE HANDLERS $9/HR
Great PT job for package handlers near
Cola Metro Airport. Work 4am-8am or
8pm-12:30am M-F. Requires the ability
to lift and load on a production basis.
Must pass criminal background check.
Call Roper Services at 798-5800 or
email at roperstaffing.com for more
information.

Expectant mother of triplets needs PT
help in home w/cleaning & child care
during AM/hrs. Willing to offer live-in
situation for right person. Approx 15 min.
from USC. Call 699-9956 ask for Nikki.
PT experienced childcare position available. Own transp. a must. Must be dependable. Call 240-1262 for details.

PT Dog Bather- Hi-energy fast paced.
Pref. exp. with dogs in workplace.
PT-M-F Must love dogs! Call 252-1080.

PT nanny needed for 5 mo. old in Shandon. 20/hrs/wk M-F. Hours are flexible.
Please contact Kristen at 376-4408.

Seasonal PT employee, afternoons
Tuesday-Friday and some Saturdays until December, must be
available until December 24th.
More hours possible during December. Retail Experience a plus, dependable and professional appearance a must. Great for the retail
management majors, possible career opportunities. Apply at
Gudmundson and Buyck Jewelers 2931 Devine St. 799-7223.

Childcare needed for a 2 y.o Wed evenings 4-6pm. Must provide your own
transp. Ref & background check required. Call Dawn at 407-5711.

Catering staff needed.
Saturday work only. Call 933-9580.

GET PAID TO PLAY!
Fun enthusiastic people needed for large
Child Development Center close to USC.
Afternoon positions available. Also substitute positions with variable hours.
Call 799-8533 ask for Carol or Traci.
Lexington Leisure Center is seeking
an After School Counselor. M-F 2-6pm.
Call Justin 957-7828.

Help Wanted
Instructors
Wanted: Energetic, child-loving individuals who want to teach gymnastics!
M-Th 3:45-7pm. No experience needed!
Experienced tumbling instructors needed
4-8pm M-Th. Palmetto Athletic Center
Call 951-2090.

HELPER 4 MOM M-F @ 4-9:30 pm
7 min. from USC, good pay ref req.
For more info call 269-2834.

P/T help needed. M-F 2:45-6pm.$300.
per mo.Must have reliable transportation
to pick children up from Shandon area
school. Ref. needed. 463-1801.

TUTORS NEEDED: GPA of 3.1 wlll earn
you $9-$11 (or more) per hr! Highest demand for Math, Reading & Science.
Call Tutor Connection 957-6060.

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy test
Call Birthright - 765-0165
CASH FLOW GOT YOU DOWN?
Turn that frown upside-down! A loan with
no fees will put your mind @ ease!
1-866-557-4164
Business, personal, refinance
FRAMING PLUS At Antique s, Etc.
Bring your degree to us for top-quality
framing. High craftsmanship with years
of experience! Frames start at just
$49.95! Various selections to choose
from! 6420-M Garners Ferry Road
695-7555 (Across from MUSC)

Opportunities
Earn income around your class schedule. Call 877-878-7104 for more info.

Work Study
Opportunities

Help Wanted
Restaurants

Do You Have Work Study?
Thomas Cooper Library is now hiring
student employees. You may apply at
the Circulation Desk in the library.

CALIFORNIA CHICKEN GRILL
Counter girls wanted daytime & nighttime.Will work with school schedules
$6/hr + tips. Apply in person
701 Gervais St.
ATTENTION STUDENTS!
MCALISTER S DELI
Now hiring for daytime shifts.. Have fun
at work and enjoy a job with flexible
hours and great pay! Unlimited opportunities. Apply in person daily 2-5 at any
location: Spring Valley, Forest Drive,
Harbison or Lexington.
Cooks needed at Publick House
Experience a plus, but we will train trustworthy people. All shifts are at night and
include nightly tipout. Call Mike at 2562625 after 2:30.

Have a good GPA, hard working and
looking for fun environment to
work? We are now seeking
to fill PT lunch hour positions for the
Fall & Winter Semesters
Apply on line at www.miyos.com
Flying High Academy is looking for
enthusiastic, outgoing individuals to work
in our afterschool program or teach gymnastics/cheerleading classes. General
hours are 2-8pm. 10 min to USC.
794-2555.
Now hiring skilled waitstaff, pantry personnel and line cooks for am/pm FT/PT.
Apply in person at 1301 Gervais S, 20th
fl, between 3pm and 5pm, Tuesday-Friday. Fax resume to 771-8829 or email
to jobopenings@sc.rr.com.
Drug free workplace.
OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE
Our Harbison location is hiring Cooks,
Bussers and Hostesses. We offer flexible scheduling, Dinner Only, meal benefits & more. Apply in person M-Thur
2-4 @ 252 Harbison Blvd. Only 15
minutes from USC. 00004240
Paulie s Pizzeria 1417 Forest Dr.
(across from Columbia Athletic Club)
now accepting applications for friendly
cashiers. Apply in person. 787-5005

ARE YOU WILD ABOUT YOUR JOB?
Wild Wing Cafe at the
Village of Sandhill, Northeast
Cola. is hiring for all positions right now.
Flexible schedules,
Apply in person. 865-3365
CASHIERS/ COOKS
Part Time/ Full Time
WE TRAIN Apply now at any of
Maurice s Stores or at HQ at 1600
Charleston Hwy, W. Cola
Come join the D s Family!
Servers needed at all of our locations
2005 Beltline Bld.
806 St. Andrews Road
111 Sparkleberry Crossing (Northeast)
285 Columbiana Dr.
APPLY IN PERSON @ ANY LOCATION.
QUEENSTOWN BISTRO
1420 Colonial Life Blvd. 798-4888
Help Wanted: Experienced daytime
servers and bartenders. Apply in person
between 2 & 4 PM.

LONGHORN STEAKHOUSE
IS NOW HIRING!

PT help on T & W 12-6 - Working mom
needs PT help p/u 2 girls from school
and care for them until 6pm. Pay $10/hr.
Addtl. hrs if desired. Resp. driver &
ref.needed. Call Lynne @ 843-327-4010
or email lynnemcintosh@bellsouth.net.

We re looking for servers, hosts and
kitchen help. Applicants must be available at least 2/wkday lunches.
Apply in person M-F 2-4pm at any of
our 3 Columbia locations: Gerviais St.
Harbison Blvd. or Decker Blvd.

Parents of 3&5 y.o girls seek mature
kind caregiver at their Shandon home.
1-2 afternoons/wk + occasional weekends. Excellent ref & exp a must. Year
round availability & multi-year commitment. Possibility for additional hrs
w/neighboring family. Salary commensurate w/exp Call Jennifer at 765-0868.

CLUB RA - Now hiring all positions
700-A Gervais St.

Babysitter needed 2 mornings (9-12) wk
(any mornings are OK except for Friday)
for girl 4 & boy 2. $7/hr Residence 1.5
miles from USC (Shandon). Transp is
not provided. Call 777-7462.

Help Wanted
Tutors

Experienced
Personal
Trainers
needed. Located 5 minutes from campus. PT & FT available. Contact Matt
@ 799-9455 for details.

Help Wanted
Child Care

PT babysitter needed. Grad std or senior
in early childhood Ed. pref. for Thur
9-am-12pm. Call 376-6060.

STUDENT ASSISTANT
PT student w/good computer skills
(Word, Excel, Publisher), 15-20/hrs/wk
assisting Lib Dev Office/Thos. Cooper
Lib w/clerical work: maintain inventories,
MS files, errands. Prefer soph/jr to start
ASAP. 777-5564

Afternoon teaching positions available
immediately at Chesterbrook Academy,
a preschool in NE Cola...only 15 min
from USC. A unique opportunity exists
for those students who love working with
children of all ages. Positions are available M-F afternoon, hours vary. For
more info call 699-9988

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
UPS has PT opportunities for college
students. We offer competitive pay,
weekly pay checks, student loans promotional opportunities and a host of
other benefits. We have varying shifts
to fit into your school schedule.
All interested persons should apply
on our web site at www.upsjobs.com
to learn more about the positions
available.

DOG DAZE DAY CARE
KENNEL TRAINING
Now hiring for PT kennel staff. Need
someone to work mornings and afternoons M-F. Must be able to work some
weekends and holidays. Apply in person 7716 Garners Ferry Rd 695-0091.

Weekend barn help needed at English
home stable 15 min from USC. Must
have experience with feeding and stalls.
Ref required. Susan 609-5300 or email
suetodd1@bellsouth.net

Help Wanted
Afterschool
Programs

Help Wanted
Runners
Busy law firm looking for a P/T runner..
Please fax resume & available hours
798-3635.
Runner for small downtown law firm to
work up to 30/hrs/wk. Email resume to
law@bernsteinandbernstein.com

To work 6-12/hrs/wk $6.50/hr.
Call Sarah at 777-4864

Miscellaneous
Carry Protection
Over 520,000 college students experience crime each year. Protect yourself
and your property. Non-lethal self-defense and safety products. Guaranteed.
Free shipping. Quick delivery.
www.repellertechnology.com

www.
dailygamecock
.com

Back to School Hours:
Thurs. 8/24 7:45am-9pm, Fri. 8/25 7:45am-9pm,
Sat. 8/26 9am-8 pm, Sun. 8/27 12pm-5pm,
Mon. 8/28- Thurs. 8/31 7:45am-9pm, Fri. 9/1 7:45am-8pm
Sat. 9/2 10am-5pm, Sun. 9/3 12pm-5pm, Mon. 9/3 10am-6pm

